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Gunshots pepper deputy,firemen_
Baldwin faces
three attempted
murder charges
By JIM MAHANES
Staff Writer

Racer staff
camps out
at Marshall
Page 8
STATE

Resident
foils
burglary

•
-

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — A
Lexington man turned the
tables on armed burglars who
broke into his apartment,
shooting and beating one and
sending him to the hospital.
Ronald Antonio Johnson, 19,
was in fair condition today at
the University of Kentucky Hospital. A warrant has been
issued for Johnson on charges
of first-degree burglary and two
counts of first-degree robbery.
A second burglar fled and
was not found, Lexington police
Sgt. Mike Roe said.
The intended burglary target,
20-year karate instructor Paul
Brannock, said he'd do anything to protect his girlfriend of
25 years.
"I saved my girlfriend's life
and that was my only objective," .Brannock said.
Although Brannock would not
talk about the actual events
early Wednesday morning,_Roe
-gave this acaouni1F1 news
conference and in a later
interview:
Brannock was asleep on the
couch,. while his girlfriend
Cathy Thrush had gone to bed
upstairs.
About 1 a.m., the attackers
popped open the back sliding
glass door and woke them up.
They brought Thrush downstairs and held them both captive. Johnson held a hammer
while the other attacker had a
9mm semiautomatic handgun.
"Where's it at?" they
demanded again and again,
apparently searching for cash
or jewelry.
Brannock pointed to his wallet across the room, but they
started threatening to hurt
Thrush.
Johnson swung his hammer
at Thrush, but Brannock
grabbed it.
WEATHER
Thursday...Mostly sunny
and mild. High in the middle
80s. East wind 5 to 10 mph.
Thursday night...Mostly
clear. Low in the lower 60s.
Friday...Partly sunny. High
in the upper 80s.
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A Calloway County man was
taken into custody Thursday
morning and charged with three
counts of attempted- murder after
a five-hour search involving
officers from six agencies.
•According to Calloway County
Sheriff Stan Scott, deputy Chris
Scott and Calloway County FireRescue volunteers Earl Hicks and
David Stewart were hit by buckshot when Robert A. Baldwin, 54,
of Myrtle Road allegedly fired on
them.
The three emergency personnel
were responding to a fire at Baldwin's home about 9 p.m.
"Apparently (Baldwin) had

been in a domestic dispute with
his wife earlier in the evening
and during the course of the argument, the house caught fire,"
Scott said. "Chris was dispatched
to the scene as is customary in a
fire and after the fire was extinguished, he and the (CCFR) units
were making reports and all three
were struck by buckshot."
None of the three were seriously injured and were treated at the
scene by Murray ambulance
personnel.
Scott s- aid Baldwin allegedly
fired two consecutive shots at
emergency personnel and as
Deputy Scott took cover behind a
tree, he looked up to see (Baldwin) about 20 yards away pointing the shotgun directly at him.
"You hate to have to shoot
somebody, but when you look up
and see a gun pointed at you....it
could have become a real mess,"
Scott said.
Deputy Scott identified himself
and Baldwin fled into the woods,
Scott said. He was accompanied

units, including Marshall County
Sheriff Brian Roy and a canine
unit; as well as the Mayfield
Police canine unit.
Calloway County Constables
Max Parrish and Danny McCuiston also assisted in the search
along with Henry County authorities who were ready to assist with
a helicopter once it became
daylight.
"We secured a perimeter of
about one,quarter.mile in-case he
popped out of the woods somewhere. The area in which he -fled
was so dense we didn't want to
send units in for fear of walking
right up on (Baldwin) without
being able.to see him until it was
too late," Scott said. "So we secured the scene and had a chopper
on stand by in case we needed it
this morning."
Baldwin was found about 2:15
a.m, at a nearby residence and
was taken into custody without

ROBERT BALDWIN
by another individual who immediately turned himself over to
authorities and was charged with
alcohol intoxication.
Six Calloway deputies were
called - to the scene along with
three Kentucky State Police
troopers; three Murray Police
officers; five Marshall County • See Page 3

Police
respond
to second
incident
By .1111 MIAHANEB
Sleff Writer
Calloway County authorities
hail their hands full Thursday
morning with two incidents that
occurred moments apart in
opposite ends of the county.
According to Calloway
County Sheriff Stan Scott, 4s a
man was being takna into custody for attempted murder in
the Missing Hills area, authorities received a 911 call of a
•See Page 3

$5 million
on books for
LBL funding
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CLEARING THE WAY: Heavy equipment was used Wedneiday afferritionio-begin-oleiring the- Wel+ for i neiv
access off Highway 121 North to the new Wal-Mart Supdrcenter, currently under construction.

By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer
Rather than being lumped together with the rest of the nonpower programs operated by Tennessee Valley Authority, the
Land Between the Lakes has earned its own place in recommended congressional appropriations from :1 House
subcommittee.
That Subcommittee is recommending a $5 million appropriation for LBL, a 60 percent increase over last year's amount.
In addition, U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell has said his goal is
to make sure LBL gets at least $6 million. As a member of
the Senate committee handling those appropriations, he said
he is confident that LBL will get the subsidy it needs.
In prevtous years, Congress simply passed an appropriations package for the nonpower operations and then TVA
officials doled out the money.
However, LBL was pulled out of the pack Wednesday and
recommended for its own $5 'million appropriation for the
_next fiscal year by the . House Appropriations Subcommittee
ati-Energy---oltd Water 'Development.-- —
It will still have to survive the full House Appropriations O

See

Page 3

Perot will
go for it
if nominated

Bertha
stalks
coastline
NAGS HEAD, N.C. (AP) —
Hurricane Bertha and its 100 mph
winds swirled offshore today on a
path toward the Carolinas, sending coastal residents scrambling
inland and turning bustling
beaches into ghost towns.
Evacuation orders were lifted
in Florida early today. But down
the lone highway along North
Carolina's Outer Banks between
Nags Head and Cape Hatteras.
restaurants and stores were
closed. Rental cottages were
empty and campgrounds deserted.
At an amusement park, a plaster gorilla stood watch over the
empty playground and boardedup storefronts, where merchants
left signs like "Kiss Me Bertha"
or "Go Away Bertha" to express
their feelings.

By LAURA MECKLER
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Ross
Perot said Wednesday he will
make a second run for president
this year if nominated by members of the Reform Party, the
organization he created in the
wake of his 1992 bid.
His comments came just a day
after former Colorado Gov.
Richard Lamm — once a prominent Democrat — announced his
candidacy for the Reform Party
nomination.
"If the people want me to
(run), certainly," he told Larry
King on his CNN television
show. "This is all I have done
for the last five years, and the
only reason I do it is because I
love this country."
Perot ran as an independent
candidate in 1992, spending
about $60 million of his own
money and finishing with 19 percent of the popular vote. He said
he has dedicated his life in recent
years to political reform.
The announcement — on the
same show where Perot launched_
his stirriiiiebidioidyeari ago —
sets up a competition for , the
Reform nomination, to be

-

ROSS PEROT
decided by party members at
their two-part convention next
month.
A lifelong Democrat, Lamm
has not held political office since
1986, when he left the statehouse
after three terms. In declaring his
candidacy, he said he would run
no matter_ what POOL does.
Lamm said Wednesday that he
See Page 3

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo

ROAD TRIP AFTERMATH: Murray resident Kevin Russell
uses part of his vacation to clean his car Wednesday afternoon after
a trip to Nashville earlier in the day.

Kevin and Terry Kumanga of
Woodbridge, Va., loaded belongings into their station wagon at
Nags Head for the trip home.
"We're two for two. We've
been to North Carolina twice,"
Kumanga said. "Felix ran us out
last year, and now Bertha this
year."
In South Carolina, Gov. David
Beasley urged - residents - of .11
barrier island and beach fronts to
• See Page 3
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•Gunshots...
FROM PAGE 1
incident by MPD Detective Eddie
Rollins and another unit, Scott
said.
CCFR Chief Greg Cherry said
this was the first such incident in
which firefighters were ever fired
upon at a scene.
"We've never encountered a
situation like this. I don't know
of a time when one of our firefighters has ever been shot, or
even shot at, while putting out a
fire," Cherry said.
The house recieved minimal
damage from the fire which originated from a box of toys in the
house's carport, Cherry said.

Scott said the three emergency
personnel hit by the buckshot
were lucky and praised the assistance received from the other
agencies who quickly responded
to the scene.
"Murray PD, Marshall County,
Mayfield, KSP and the constables
were a tremendous help to us in
capturing this individual," Scott
said. "We really appreciate their
help in this."
Along with the three counts of
attempted murder, Scott said he
is investigating possible arson
charges against Baldwin. He was
taken to the Calloway County Jail
and is being held on a $50,000
cash bond.

•LBL...
FROM

PAGE 1
Committee and the full House of
Representatives before going to
the U.S. Senate.
"This is an important first
step," said U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield. "At least it is $2 million
more than last year. It is important that the subcommittee maintained a separate line item for
LBL."
Last year, Whitfield became
embroiled in the fight to oppose
eliminating all TVA nonpower
appropriations. At that time, the
same subcommittee and the full
House approved only $3 million
for LBL.
Total appropriations for LBL
were boosted $2 million by
McConnell in the Senate and an
additional $1 million from TVA.
"Last year, I wasn't as familiar
with LBL," Whitfield said. "This
year, I think an important thing is
that I wrote a rather comprehen-

•Police•••
FROM PAGE 1

C
*4
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fight off Highway 1824 Almo.
"Less than five minutes after
(Robert Baldwin) was arrested,
about 2:15 a.m., we got another
call of a domestic dispute
involving an individual who
had been struck in the head
with an ax handle," Scott said.
According to Scott, MPD
officers, who were assisting
sheriff's officials at the time in
Missing Hills, found Tony
Yriutig oT 'Hardin unconscious
and bleeding severely from the
head as a result of the injuries
he received.
He was taken to MurrayCalloway County Hospital and
later transfered to Lourdes Hospital where he remains in critical but stable condition in the
intensive care unit, a hospital

•Perot...
FROM PAGE 1
would almost welcome Perot's
entry into the race, saying it
could boost interest and excitement in the nominating race.
"If I could get the nomination
in this party he's created, if he
wants to contest it, obviously
that's the best scenario because
you stan off with a certain David
and Goliath quality," he said
from San Jose, Calif., where he
was campaigning.
Knowing that .activists across
the country were gathering signatures to put his name in nomination, Perot said he was the best
person for the job.
"If anybody should do this, I
should do it. I'm in a unique position to do it," he said. "A lot of
people who would want to do it
and might even be better doing it
aren't in a position to do it,
wouldn't have the freedom to do
it. I have that freedom."
Perot's comments didn't draw
much reaction from President
Clinton, who was happily golfing
in _Charlotte, N.C., said White
House spokesman Michael
McCurry.
"He was much more interested
He added that inquiries to Clinton
campaign pollsters and other
political types found that "no
one was paying any attention."
As Perot built the Reform Party, he has repeatedly said that the
party and its principles are bigger
than he is.
"This is not about me," he
said when asked previously if he
would run.
Asked what he thought about
Lamm, Perot said, "He's a fine
man. We're delighted he's on the
ballot."
He added that he wants to be

spokeswoman said Thursday.
He had failed to regain consciousness as of press time.
Scott said Young and his
girlfriend Becky Ethridge had
been at the residence of Marteze Hernandez, 31, earlier
Wednesday evening and were
involved in a traffic accident
after they left.
"After the wreck, they got a
ride back to the Hernandez residence and a short time later a
fight broke out between the two
men," Scott said.
During the course of the
fight, Hernandez allegedly
struck Young in the head with
an ax handle, Scott said.
Hernandez was arrested and
charged with one count of
second-degree assault and is
being held in the Calloway
County Jail on a $15,000 bond.

sive letter to the subcommittee
members about LBL and included
some brochures."
Whitfield has been on the firing line in the past few months,
serving as an advocate for those
seeking to keep LBL in its natural state.
"I am doing everything,„I can to
hold meetings about LBL," he
said. "I want to make sure that
Congress has a role in LBL and
that is why I have invited House
Majority Leader Dick Armey to
see LBL July 22.",
_
He said he hopes the visit will
elevate the issue of LBL in Congress and that Armey will be able
to assist in getting hearings about
the 170,000-acre recreational
area.
"This increase gives me hope
that we'll succeed in winning full
funding for LBL, but this is no
time to sit back and relax," Whitfield said. "We must continue to

•Bertha...
FROM PAGE 1
"gather your family, pack a couple of bags and move inland
immediately."

Officials in Beaufort County
went even _further, making.house-.
(o-house pleas for residents to
leave. Some refused.
"People want to evacuate
now? Good luck to them," said
70-year-old Henry Schulte, who
has lived on Harbor Island in
Beaufort County for a decade.
"I've been through hurricanes
before, and it doesn't make sense
to go anywhere before we know
where the storm's going to hit."
National Hurricane Center
forecasters said today that Bertha,
which earlier threatened much of
supportive of Lamm "in every the Atlantic Seaboard, was taking
possible way" and make sure he aim at the Carolinas with 100
gets maximum public exposure. mph winds and an expected storm
But he said, as he did in 1992,, surge of 8-to-10 feet.
"It is going to head into the
he will respond if his supporters
want him on the ballot, although Carolinas. People in the Carolihe did not say whether he would nas need to pay very close attention and do what emergency mancampaign for the nomination.
"If they feel I am the person agement officials are telling them
they want to do this job then cer- to do," hurricane specialist Max
Mayfield said.
tainly I will give them everything
Computer models predict
I have to get it done," he said.
Bertha will probably make landPerot said his party will be
more effective this year, making fall in North Carolina, perhaps by
early ..Friday, with storm-force
endorsements in every House and
winds being felt as early as this
Senate race.
afternoon. But he emphasized
"In '94, we weren't organized. hurricanes are unpredictable, and
This time around, we will be South Carolina residents
organized," he said.
shouldn't let their guard down.
Around 8 a.m., the hurricane
Perot has frequently used
was 350 miles south of Wilming"Larry King Live" to announce
ton, N.C. It was moving northhis intentions. In 1992, he told
northwest at about 13 mph, with
King he would run for president
hurricane-force winds that
if people in all 50 states got his
stretched out 115 miles.
name on the ballot. Last year, on
After hurricane warnings were
the show he declared his plans to
posted Wednesday from Cape
build a third party.
Canaveral, Fla., to the Virginia
Perot said he wants to run
line — calling for the evacuation
again to be sure his generation is
of nearly 1 million coastal resinot the first to leave the,next gendents — there was a chain reaceration a weaker nation.
tion as the storm marched north.
Hurricane warnings were called
"I have a deep affection and
off for Florida -early---torlay.--het—
4ove---for—the Atm';LIM
remained in effect from Brunshe said.
wick, Ga., to the Virginia line.

NASA wheeled the space
shuttle Atlantis off its Cape
Canaveral launch pad to the shelter of a hangar. Officials at the
Olympic yachting venue in
Savannah, Ga., started moving
boats inland, and the Navy
Ordered its ships in -Norfolk-, Va.,
out to sea to avoid being battered
against the docks. Amtrak
canceled or cut short southbound
trains, and President Clinton
canceled a planned flight to
Florida.
One Florida death had been
blamed on the storm: A 28-yearold swimmer was caught by a rip
tide at Jacksonville Beach and
carried out to sea.
Earlier, six deaths were blamed
on the storm, in Puerto Rico and
the Virgin Islands, and a boat
was repdrted missing off Puerto
Rico with 42 people on board.
Electricity was out on many
island areas of the northeastern
Caribbean, fallen trees blocked
roads and roofs were torn off
houses.
Florida residents saw little evidence of the huge storm offshore,
and some grumbled about an
order to evacuate 500,000 people
in six coastal counties. Hospitals
and nursing homes were emptied,
shelters were opened, shutters
went up and quarter-mile lines
grew at gas stations.
"This town is called Paranoia," said Frank Hunzinuer.
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true about TVA not being under
pressure from Congress to change
LBL," McConnell said. "We are
committed to providing subsidies
to LBL to keep it what it is
today."

July 11-14 (Thurs.-Sun.)
Sunday Morning
9:50
Each Night
7:30

Pick 3
6-0-3
Pick 4
1-1-3-7
Cash 5
4-13-20-27-35
Lotto
9-11-15-16-35-38
Sponsored by:

preserve this national recreation
area for future generations and
make sure the federal government
fulfills its obligations to
Kentucky."
Although the subcommittee
recommended an increase for
LBL, TVA's other nonpower
operations didn't fare so well. In
fact, the panel approved an 11
percent cut.
The recommendation called for
$97 million in appropriations
compared to this year's budget of
$109 million. TVA officials had
requested $120 million:
"Usually the subcommittee
receives budgets from each agency and unless someone raises an
issue, they go along with it even
though they may change theamount of appropriations," Whitfield said. "They understood that
I wanted to separate LBL from
the rest of the operations."
Whitfield also said that he had
talked with TVA board member
Bill Kennoy and had explained
that he wanted a separate budget
item for LBL.
"He told me they they would
have more flexibility with their
money if it were lumped
together," Whitfield said. "I just
want to make sure Congress has a
role in LBL."
McConnell pointed out that in
light of the debate regafdingLBL's future, there is something
important to remember.
"This is the year to make it
clear that what I said all along is
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The old man and the farm

WASHINGTON TODAY

Maximum politics
surface in battle
over minimum wage
By WALTER R. NEARS
AP Special Correspondent
WASHINGTON (AP) --- Of course President Clinton is playing
maximum politics with-the minimum wage increase. And Bob Dole
tried to, too, after lodging that catchy complaint against Clinton.
But this one is a Democratic issue, a nagging headache for leaders of the Republican Congress, particularly for Dote before he left
the Senate.
Indeed, the legislative pileup produced when Democrats held
everything else hostage to the minimum wage increase was a major
barrier to_Dole's original campaign plp of running for president as
the Senate majority leader who could get things done.
It became an issue that galvanized Democrats in -the Senate, and-shored up the- once-shaky alliance between Clinton and their congressional minority. But for Republican divisions, it wouldn't have
passed, probably wouldn't have come to a vote at all..
With the polls reflecting overwhelming voter support for the first
minimum wage increase in fiveyears, GOP congressional leaders,
Dole then- among them, at .first sought,10 shelve the measure without action.
Then, on April 17, A bloc of House Republican moderates broke
ranks to endorse an increase, leading Dole to complain that he'd
been blindsided. He had been campaign-cautious to watch the conservative flank.
_
That began a retreat in which Dole and House Speaker Newt
Gingrich both acknowledged that action on a minimum wage
increase was likely, but insisted it would be done on GOP terms,
.with exemptions and . labor law amendments .the Democrats
wouldn't like.
But the bill the House passed on May 23, didn't include .those
,provisions, nor did the measure the Senate passed on Tuesday, raising the minimum wage by 90 cents an hour, from $4.25 to $5.15, in
two steps. Clinton had endorsed an increase during the 1992 campaign, but did not formally recommend it until hi 1995 State of the
Union address.
The House and Senate measures include differing tax provisions,
and Clinton said Wednesday they should be reconciled quickly so
that he can sign a final version into law. "Ten million of our
hardest-pressed workers will get a raise, and I urge Congress to go
on and pass it now," he said to cheers at the NAACP cc:invention in
Charlotte, N.C.
While there was a holdout threat to stall the process, that gained
no support from Republicans -who .would rather be done with. it
quickly. For the Democrats, another installment in the dispute
could be a campaign plus.
"Politically, 1 think it's clear, the overwhelming majority of the
American people want the minimum wage bill to pass," said Seri..
Tom Daschle; the Democratic leader.
He said the Republicans ought to see that. "They now know the
strength of the issue across the country and as a result I'd be surprised if they want to continue to fight," Daschle said.
Dole: who supported the last minimum wage increase in 1989,
had said this one would cost jobs, and that lower income Ameri...ins would be better served by balancing the budget and providing
tax relief to spur economic growth and opportunity.

He did endorse an increase, on May 24, a day after the House
approved its bill overwhelmingly. "I think there should be an
increase in the minimum wage," he said in the Senate.
But he came to that point grudgingly, and making an issue of it
now is at best a curious campaign tactic. Still, the Dole camp tried.
-Bill Clinton is playing maximum politics with the minimum
wage," Dole's spokesman, Nelson Warficld, said. He said Clinton
'should know full well" that Dote is on record'for an increases
then pointed to Clinton's "silence on this issue" during his first
two years in office.
Clinton said it was Dole, not he, who opposed an- increase, and
any iniplication to the contrary is simply false.
He said if Dole changed positions to support it, that's good.
"I hope he will say so, and urge the leadership in the 'Senate and
the House of his party to send Me the bill right away," Clinton
said.
EDITOR'S NOTE — Waller R. Mears, vice president and
columnist for The Associated Press, has reported on Washington and national politics for more than 30 years.

Just drop us a line •.•
Readers and resktents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Forum" page by writing letters to the editor. We print
letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following
guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the writer's
address and telephone number included in case verification is necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters should be typewritten and should be on topics of general interest. Letters must not be
'more.than 500 words. The Murray Ledger & Times reserves the right
to edit, ccaltiense Or reject any etter and to limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071.

(Mike Royko is on vacation. In
his absence we are reprinting some
of his favorite columns. This
column originally ran on Oct. 25,
1971.)
The old farmhouse stood along a
winding, dirt, back road. It was the
last house before the road disappeared into the heavy Wisconsin
forest.
Except for a light in the house,the
An old woman sat dozing in a
farm might have been deserted.
in the living room.
wheelchair
Stacks of wood, boards, logs, railhoney," the old man
wants
"He
road ties and crates were everynodded.
woman
The
said.
where in the yard. The machinery
chair from the
pulled
a
man
The
and tools were old and appeared
table and said, "Sit." Then he,
unused.
--tilt-a-light-was- hi The window, epened_ar.abinet. The shelveswere
and on a fence post was nailed a filled with jars of all sizes and
hand-lettered cardboard sign offer- shapes, old coffee jars,jam jars, all
filled with honey.
ing "Fresh honey."
"How much you want? Two?"
The only animals in the yard were
brought out two quarts.
He
a friendly dog that trotted to the car,
much? I asked.
How
and a cat that sat atop a pile of
"Two dollar."
shrugged.
He
lumber and stared.
laid them in
bills,
two
the
took
He
A minute passed,then the door of the center ofthe table,and sat down.
a shed opened and an old man came
"Where you come from?" He
out. He was short, almost dwarf- asked. "Chicago, huh? Is work in
like, and- built so squarely he Chicago? Is people got work?
seemed to have no neck. His Good."
overalls were the color of tree bark,
He looked at the dollar bills,
and a shapeless old work cap was smiled and said: "You have a drink
pulled over his brow.
with me, huh?"
He walked heavily, with his arms
From under the sink he brought
hanging at his sides like a football
a bottle of vodka, and carefully
out
lineman. "You want honey?" he
two shots.
poured
accenL
Slavic
thick
in
a
asked
He downed his drink, put the
"Come in house."

go to Pennsylvania. Work in coal
mines. Twelve years I work in coal
mines. I save money,and in 1912 I
come here and buy 80 acres for
$800.
And there he stayed for 60 years.
Now, he said, all of the original
acres, except the house and yard,
have been sold for a modest sum.
Small farms in northern Wisconsin
aren't selling for much. Few people
bottle back, and sat down again. want to work as hard as one must to
"Chicago, huh?" he said, pro- make a living from it. His sons have
nouncing it shee-ka-goh. "Long grown awl gone to cities to find
time ago, I go Chicago. No more jobs.
now. Too far go. I'm too old go
A cold drizzle was starting to ride
Chicago."
in on a north wind. He put some
How old -are you? I asked. - more wood into-the-balck stove-and
"I'm 86 now. Too old to work
moved the coffee pot over the heat.
farm, too. Now I take care of bees,
Then he walked slowly back to
sell honey."
the car and held out his hand. I've
"The farm, ho-w long did you
never seen a hand quite like it. The
work the farm?"
fingers were so stubby, they all
He thought for a moment. "I looked like thumbs. The hand was
wrist to
came here in 1912. I buy 80 acres, dark and calloused from the
nails.
cracked
the
all woods, big rocks. I cut down
trees by'myself. Cut up wood,chop
"You got regular work in Chiup wood, take in wagon and sell to
brewery. I clear all 80acres, me and cago?" he asked. "You got steady
wife. Nobody around here then." job? Good. That's good. What you
You came to northern Wisconsin do?"
I told him I worked for a paper.
from Europe?
He nodded. "Good. Every day
He shook his head. "No, I came
you work, huh? Regular work.
from old country in 1900. No work
Good. Is that hard work on newsin old country. My father, he work
paper? Hard work?"
15 hours a day for90cents. Nothing
I told him that I used to think it
to eat, no work.
was. But not anymore.
"In 1900 I leave old country and

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
July 5 — The Herald-Dispatch of Huntington, W.Va., on
truancy.
First, President Clinton endorsed the wearing of school uniforms.
Then he spoke out on behalf of silent classroom prayer. After that
he attracted tons of news coverage when he came out in favor of
town councils slapping curfews on teen-agers.
Now he's talking tough about truancy, urging "zero tolerance"
for students who skip class and promising $10 million in federal
grants to' 25 school districts for truancy-prevention programs.
Republican Bob Dole's campaign quickly scoffed at the
proposal.
"Bill Clinton is only talking about keeping kids in school
because he's failed to keep drugs out of school," said deputy Dole
press secretary, Christina Martin.
That strikes us as a needlessly cheap shot.
Nonetheless, Clinton's sudden concern for the school truancy
problem, following close on the heels of his other recent proposals
and comments we've cited, clearly has far more to do with
election-year politics than with education.
Clinton knows that Americans are concerned about their schools
and worry about whether their children are getting the best possible
education. And he's skillfully playing to those fears. That hardly
reflects to his credit.

July 5 — Saint Paul (Minn.) Pioneer Press on Arizona
militia:
Imagine vast deserts and thick forests in Arizona, add an expansive legal attitude about gun ownership and it is easy to picture the
attraction for folks drawn to the militia mentality.
It will be interesting to see how the U.S. government proceeds in
this climate with prosecution of a dozen suspects indicted, arrested
and separated from an astonishing accumulation of explosives,
weaponry and an explicit how-to video. Investigators, who built
their case slowly by infiltrating the so-called Viper Militia with a
cop, think the militia members were in league to blow up a Phoenix
television station and at least seven government buildings.
After Oklahoma City, nothing is surprising about explosives and
the rhetoric of civic apocalypse.
At the same time, the integrity of the legal system requires care
in demonstrating where even the most astonishing yahoos have
crossed the line between freedom of speech and provable criminal
actions.
Seven months of investigating the Vipers implies that the government is learning well how to manage an actionable militia case
— before something worse occurs than big explosive craters in the
desert. The supply of evidence and information surely captures
attention for the government's side of the Viper ,Militia tale.

Why be shocked by bomb?
JERUSALEM-The CNN anchor
reported that the terrorist bombing
in Saudi Arabia that killed at least
19 Americans "shocked the world."
If, indeed, the world was shocked, it
is the world's shock -- more than the
bombing -- that is shocking.
The thought that this act might be
considered surprising betrays an
appalling ignorance of the history of
the conflict in the Middle East. This
encompasses far more than that
which has existed between Israel
and her Arab neighbors for the past
half-century, a recent development
relativiely speaking.
During the recent election campaign in Israel, former Prime Minister Shimon Peres said he didn't want
to keep referring to history when
arguing Israel's positions. But without a knowledge of history, Israel is
just doomed to repeat it -- Israel is
doomed.
The success of Arab propaganda,
Western betrayal and media ignorance has rewritten history in a
manner that is positively Orwellian.
Everything has been thrown down
the Memory Hole and replaced with
a modern "history" that goes some-.
thing like this: The Jews invaded
Arab land when they began returning to "palestine" (a word'created
out of nothing -- such an intity has
no historical parent), gobbling an
Arab property and displacing'gal
residents. When Israel became a
9.48, it.continued to disstate
lodge and render homeless and
stateless a people whose ties to the
land are at least as ancient as the
Jews'. Now, Israel is trying to

CAI,'S TI IOUGI ITS

prevent the legitimate national aspirations of the "Palestinian people,"
which includes their own state and
is to be carved out of the "West
Bank" (a recent creation, since
1967).
According to the Palestinian state
would not be the end of it. That is a
steppingstone for the eradication of
the tiny parcel, roughly the size of
Delaware, that would be left of
Israel.
Out of this historical fiction
comes the idea that only Israel holds
the keys to peace and that only
actions by Israel will determine
whether the "peace process" advances or stalls. By this "logic," any
terrorist act becomes Israel's fault
because it is not moving quickly
enough in the direction of "peace."
This is the position of former Arab
League ambassador to the United
Nations, Clovis Maksoud, who said
last week that the Saudi Arabian
bombing was understandable in
view of the election of "hard-liner"
Benjamin Netanyahu as Israeli
-

prime minister._

,

Given the monotone that passes
for informed reporting. most
Americans would probably be surprised -- legitimately -- to learn the

following: the Balfour Declaration
in 1917 promised the Jewish people
a national home in "Palestine"(previously called Judea and Samaria
and, even earlier, Canaan; "Palestine" was revived not by Arabs but
by the British); the Arab-Jewish
agreement at Versailles in 1919
welcomed Jewish immigration and
hailed "Zionism" -- the establishment of a Jewish state alongside the
Arab nations; the League of Nations
Mandate of 1922 recognized "the
historic connection of the Jewish
people with Palestine" and "the
grounds for reconstituting their national home in that country": the
betrayal of the Jewish people by the
British, Americans, Arabs and
others who Once gave them aid and
comfort.
When one looks at real history -apart from certain "facts" on the
record colored by political ideology
-- it becomes clear that it was the
Jews, not the Arabs who were
forcibly removed from their historic
home, established on this 3,000th
anniversary of King David's entry
into Jerusalem (and extending
another 1,000 years before).
Anyone looking for a succinct,
accurate and accessible history of

the treatment of jews should read
Netanyahu's book,"A Place Among
the Nations." In addition to correcting revised history, Netanyahu
writes: "In the court of public
opinion as in any court, the question
of who attacked whom -- who
initiated an assault and who acted in
self-defense -- is central to the
verdict. The Arab states embarked
on an unprecedented campaign to
persuade the West that is not they,
the Arabs, who had attacked Israel,
but Israel that had attacked them.
Thus the (ital) results (unital) of
their own aggression against Israel
-- the bloodshed, the refugees, the
capture of Arab-controlled land -were instead presented as its (ital)
causes (unite!). They were now
deemed unprovoked evils that had
been perpetrated by the Jews, grievances that the Arabs were merely
and innocently trying to'redress. It
- was not the Arabs who were the
guilty party, but Israel that had
fended off their attacks." (Italics
his.)
In light of this and much more
unrevised history, peace talks can
proceed. But this government is not
about the relinquish the Golan
Heights or territory west' of the
Jordan River, where construction of
new homes continues at a rapid
pace. Nor will it redivide Jerusalem: That still leaves plenty to
negotiate, beginning not with "land
for peace" but with whether Israel's
enemies are prepared to make peace
with the facts.
•
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An "All Day Dog Day" will be Saturday, July 13, from 9 a.m. to
4 p.m. at Calloway County Public Library. This will be sponsored
by German Shepherd Dog Club of West Kentucky. Featured will be
live dogs, printed material, videos about AKC shows and other subjects, and members present to answer any questions pertaining to
care of dogs. This is open to the public at no charge. For more information call Mary Adelman at 436-2858.

GENERAL • MICHELIN

Holland Tire Co.

Owens Chapel plans Bible School
Owens Chapel Baptist Church, located on Airport Road, will have
a Vacation Bible School for toddlers through 6th grade on Saturday,
July 13, starting at 9 a.m. Featured will be Bible lessons, fun and
games, lunch and refreshments..
.

Oaks Couples' bridge Saturday
Oaks Couples will play bridge on Saturday, July 13, at 7:30 p.m.
at Oaks Country Club. Those not already signed up and wishing to
play may call Gene Wrather at 753-1051 or Florence Hensley at
753-0437. All members are invited.

East Main • 753-5606
BRADLEY and BRANDON HIGGINS celebratpltheir third birthdays on
kly 1 with a pootpactit at the home of Ray and Kristy Alexander, Kirkwood Drive, Murray. About 30 guests attended. "Barney" was the party
theme. They are the sons of Irene Higgins and the brothers of Kim
Johnson of Mayfield. Their grandparents were the late Delores Lassiter
and Loman McDougal.

Enjoy a night of Southern Gospel Singing on Saturday, July 13, at
7 p.m. at Baptist Student Center, Waldrop and Chestnut Streets,
Murray. Featured groups will be The Liberty Boys and special
guests, Eternal Vision from Knoxville, Tenn. There is no admission
and the public is invited.

Backusburg-Golo reunion Saturday
The Backusburg-Golo Area Smiths reunion will be Saturday, July
13, from 1 to 5 p.m. in the Hospitality Room of Peoples First of
Calloway County, 515 North 12th St., Murray. For more information
contact Clay Smith at 489-2447, Norville Cole at 753-2652, or
Richard Smith at 753-5788.

Blood River WMU meeting cancelled
The quarterly meeting of the WMU of Blood River Baptist Association scheduled July 22 at Union Ridge Baptist Church has been
cancelled and will not be rescheduled, according to Opal Giltner,
director.

Jeffrey homecoming Sunday
Jeffrey Cemetery, located on Highway 1346 east of Dexter, will
have .its annual homecoming on Sunday, July 14. Scott Carter of
Hardin Baptist Church will speak at 11 a.m. A basket lunch will
follow. Persons unable to attend may send their donations for the
upkeep of the cemetery to Marilyn McKinney, 1240 Howard Rd.,
Farmington, KY 42040, or Jack Scott or Patsy Stations, Rt. 1, Dex-I
ter, KY 42036.

Free sports physicals scheduled
Members of Calloway County Medical Society will be offering
free sports physicals as a service to the community for Murray and
Calloway County student athletes. Physicals are required for participation in school sports activities. They will be given on Saturdays,
July 13 and 27, from 8 to 11 a.m. and 1 to 4 p.m. at the Medical
Arts Building, 300 South Eighth St., Murray. No appointments will
be made and students will be seen in order of arrival. Contact your
school for further information.

PORTLAND, Ore. — Clare
Elizabeth Hackett was graduated
with a Bachelor of Arts degree in
Economics and a minor in Psychology at the 50th commencement ceremony of Portland State
University on June 15.
Ms. Hackett is the youngest
daughter of the Rev. Ann Riley
Hackett of St. Paul, Minn. and of
Joe Pat Hackett, formerly of Murray. Her grandparents were the
late Mr. and Mrs. J.R. Riley of
Paris, Tenn., and the late Mr. and
Mrs. Pat Hackett of Murray.
Senator Mark 0. Hatfield
delivered the commencement
address.
Family members attending the
commencement exercises and
celebration were Ms. Hackett's
mother, the Rev. Hackett; her
aunt, Kathryn Carman of Murray;
her sister, Mary Engebretson and
husband, Tom, and .their son,
Erick, Atlanta, Ga.; and her cousins, Sheryl Kathryn and Woody
Alexander of Richardson, Texas.

4-H Food-A-Rama on Monday
A 4-H Food-A-Rama for all 9 to 18-year-olds will be Monday,
July 15, from 9:30 a.m. to noon at Glendale Road Church of Christ.
Participants are asked to prepare their favorite recipes from the
categories of appetizers/beverages, soups/salads, breads/rolls, main
dishes/casseroles, foreign foods, cakes, pies, other desserts, cookies/
candies, and others. Participants should bring their dishes along with
the recipes attached. Foods-Nutrition demonstrations will be during
the judging. After the judging, awards will be announced and 4-Hers
will be able to sample the dishes made. Each one should bring a
2-liter soft drink for the meal. There will be a "Cloverbud" category
for those under the age of 9 who wish to enter dishes. For information, contact Mary Steely, foods chairman, at 753-9438.
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Hackett
gets degree
at Portland

Gospel singing will be Saturday

ON THE VILLAIN IN YOUR STOMACH

He's got a reputation for causing:
• Sharp. gnawing abdominal pain
(often re:Teied by food'
• Heartburn
• Nausea
Medical experts call him the Helicobacter
pylori tor H. pylori) bacteria. If you currently have an active
duodenal ulcer, this nasty little culprit may be at the bottom of
it all. Now's your chance to get even..

We are pleased to announce
that Debra Tucker, bride-elect
ofBilly McMillen, has made her
domestic and household selections through our bridal registry.
Debra and Billy will be married btly 13, 1996.

Lynn Grove revival scheduled

Oak Grove revival scheduled
Oak Grove Baptist Church will have revival services from July 14
to 17. The Rev. Harlan Williams will speak at -6:30 p.m. Sunday.
Other speakers at 7:30 p.m. will be the Rev. Tim Allred, Monday,
the Rev. Paul Veazey, Tuesday, and the Rev. Greg Brewer, Wednesday. The public is invited.

CHEYENNE RAE ROBINSON, 9
months, recently competed In the
Little Miss Kentucky Lake Pageant
at Paducah. She won first runnerup, best fashion, best personaiy
and most photogenic In her age
group. She Is the daughter of
Jason and Rita Robinson of Murray, and the granddaughter of Larry and Linda Robinson of Murray
and Junior and Stella Cook of
Corinth, Miss.

A nationwide research program is currently underway to study an
investigational drug regimen to eliminate the H. pylori bacteria
present in your stomach. The study will involve approximately
. 400 patients at 60 medical institutions throughout the United
States. Participants will receive study medication ,and physician
examinations free of charge throughout.the study.
To find out if you are eligible for the study or for more
information, please contact:

(800) 445-6992

Four Rivers Clinical Research, Inc.

WAL-1VIART
Hwy. 641 North
Murray

Pat Binford, R.N.
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Investment Rates
TERMS

182-DAY
CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT

12-MONTH
CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT

24-MONTH
CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT

36-MONTH
CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT

MINIMUM

500

500

500

500

CURRENT
INTEREST
RATE

Lynn Grove United Methodist Church will have revival services
starting Sunday, July 14, and continuing through Wednesday, July
17. The Rev. Eulas Greer, pastor of Symsonia UM Church and former pastor of churches in Calloway County, will speak at 7 p.m.
nightly. Special music is planned. A youth group from Rev. Greer's
church will present a skit Sunday night. The public is invited.

o

ANNUAL
PERCENTAGE
YIELD

4.73 5.80 6.20 6.30
4.79 5.88 6.30 6.40
Murray, Kentucky 42071
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a visit . from Bruce and Demi,
because Bruce wanted to buy one
of Howard's antique cars., Ruth
told a friend of mine, that the
entire time they were over here,
she was afraid Demi would go
into labor, because she looked
"ready."
• • • •
The following item came
across my desk recently, and I
think it will give you some food
for thought.
An Interesting
Thought
If we could at this time shrink
the earth's population to a village
of precisely 100 people with all
the human ratios remaining the
same, it would look like this:
There would be 57 Asians, 21
Europeans, 14 from the Western
_Hemisphere (North and South
America) and 8 Africans.
70 would be nonwhite.
50 percent of the world's personal wealth would be in the
hands of only 6 people; all 6
would be citizens of the United
States.
70 would be unable to read. 50
would suffer from malnutrition.
80 would live in substandard
housing. Only one would have a
college education.
When one considers our world
from such an incredibly compressed perspective, the need for
both tolerance.and jinderstanding
becomes glaringly apparent.

Tyler Reed
Noel is born
We are pleased to
announce that Toni
Hillison, bride-elect of
Jason Barnett, has
made her domestic and
household selections
through our bridal
registry.
Toni and Jason will
be married Aug. 3,
1996.

We are pleased to announce
that April Erlunan, bride-elect
of Chris Hedges, has made herdorr.estic and household selections through our bridal registry.
April and Chris will be married July 20, 1996.

April Nicole
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Mr. and Mrs. Robbie Noel of
2122 McElrath Rd., Hardin, are
the parents of a son, Tyler Reed
Noel, born on Tuesday, July 2,
1996, at 12:30 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed seven
pounds five pounds and measured
21 inches. The mother is the former Lori Harris. A brother is Trevor Lyn Gamble.
Grandparents are Kenneth and
Sue Harris of Benton and Billy
and Marcia Brandon of Rt. 8,
Murray.

WAL-MART Peake born
Hwy. 641 North

WAL-MART

Off The Retail Price On
All Special Order Patterns

20% Off

up To 75% Off

All Flora's

Custom Nlini Blinds

10% Oft All
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Mr. and Mrs. Mike Peake of
Dexter are the parents of a
daughter, April Nicole Peake,
born on Tuesday, July 2, 1996, at
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The baby weighed five pounds
eight ounces and measured 19%
inches. The mother is the former
Lisa Ann Thorn. A_ brother is
Corey David Peake.
Grandparents are Dan and
Mildred Thorn of Dexter and
Emett and Ann Peake of Illinois.

Lawson boy
born July 3
Mr. and Mrs. Chad Lawson of
1802 Monroe, Murray, are the
parents of a son, Carver James
Lawson, born on _Wednesday,
July 3, 1996, at 5:46 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The baby weighed seven
pounds eight ounces and measured 20 inches. The mother is
the former Monica Satterwhite. A
brother is Sawyer Chadwick
Lawson.
Grandparents are Bobby' and
Cheryl Satterwhite of Hazel and
Jim and Delores Lawson of
Murray.

i

By
Rainey Apperson
Everybody has heard a tall fish
tale, well this is a true "bird
tale."
A couple of weeks ago, Jeannetta Williams had invited three
other tennis players over to her
house for a morning of tennis. In
the midst of play, they see a
woosh of color, then, what they
thought was a bird, landed there
on the yard. Lo, and behold, no
ordinary bird, but a parrot, no
less.
Jeannetta's son. Tyler, was on
the patio having a bowl of strawberries. The parrot, very lightly,
landed on Tyler's shoulder, as
though he belonged there, and
started taking small nips of Tyl- er's strawberries.
"Ziggy," the name Jeannetta,
Tyler, and:Dr. Rob, are affectionately calling the parrot has made
himself at home.
Jeannetta searched and called
and looked for "Zig,gy's" owners,
but to no avail. From the looks
and actions of contentment, the
parrot has a new home.
• • • •
Edwina Garrison was telling
me recently that the Duke of
Atholl, George lain Murray, who
was one of Scotland's richest
landowners, died in Scotland at
the age of 64.
You may remember, Celia
Wahl and Vi Miller led a tour
group a couple of years ago,
when Charlene and Dr. Ron
Kurth were here, over to Scotland
to meet the Duke. Bob and Edwina were part of the group who
went to the castle for a visit with
the man whose last name was
Murray. Edwina said he was
interested in the university and
the city of Murray.
The Duke's obituary appeared
in the New York Times, and it
said the day before his, death, he

placed the 120-room castle and
much of the 140,000 acres into a
charitable trust, which guarantees
that the historic property will
remain under Scottish control.
The Duke's heir is John Murray, a third cousin who lives in
South Africa.
Murray State has several Scottish ties, so maybe the new Duke
will someday visit here.
• • • •
In the movie, "Striptease,"
Demi Moore's daughter, Rummer, played the pan of her makebelieve daughter. Many of you
may remember, when Bruce Willis was filming "In Country" in
Mayfield, Demi Moore, his wife,
gave birth to Rummer at a Paducah, Ky., hospital.
Ruth and Howard Brandon had

Tyler Williams with Ziggy'

Deeoralke Medallions

Vander Molen receives scholarship

CUSTOM DESIGN YOUR HOME WITH
OUR NEW LINE OF FABRIC COORDINATES
1Vhere There's Always
Some-thin Special 4/I
Decoratatg"
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Hwy. 641 South,
Murray • 753-7575
•

You can freeze grapes for a
refreshing treat.

•

FRANKFORT, Ky. — Derek
Vander Molen of Murray was one
of 96 graduating seniors in Kentucky who have received scholarships from the 1996-97 Robert C.
Byrd Honors Scholastic Program.
Vander Molen is a graduate of
Calloway County High School.
He is the son of Douglas and
Vander Molen.
The students, representing
Kentucky's six congressional dis-

ties and community service.

tricts, will each receive a $1,121
scholarship from the U.S. Department of Education that may be
renewable for up to four years.
Sixteen students from each of
Kentucky's congressional districts were chosen to receive the
scholarship based on the difficulty of high school courses taken,
college entrance exam scores, an
essay, teacher recommendations,
academic honors, school activi-

Two alternates from each district, also were selected in the
event that one of the other 16
decided not to pursue a college
education. Each participating
school selected and submitted
student applications, with the
number of applications based on
the number enrolled in the
school.

VISIT OUR AREA RUG GALLERY
3 BEDROOMS, LIVING
ROOM & HALL

WHOLE HOUSE

SAIL1E!
Date: Nolf Thru July 27, 1996-

Ad the het-p you need to say,
"I Love You."

DO IT ILL

FOR...

Choice of Sculptured in 4 colors. UP to 70 sq. yds. of carpet &
7/16x4 pad with mesh.

12

*GOOD*$4

10

3'10 Halt
21 1.5t*
12

12

Sala tax anS2installation is not included.
No cou S. ns or other romotions acce sted.

FREE!14K Bracelet
zvith purchase!

"Pirouette"
Baguette
& Marquise
Dinner Ring

99

One

699

Diamond
Tennis Bracelet

New Low Price!

Matching 7"
Bracelet FREE!
without
purchase $34

1

$69900
BESt

JEWELERS

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center

•

Tr -States #1 Jeweler
Trusted for Quality
Service, and Value
since 1905.

WEA1DTED®
CARPET

*

-

•

•

...Three- N-ame.f.• You Can

I

•
frw-y.641, 1/2 MI. troni Hisat KY C
or 14 miles North of Paris. TN

901498-8161

•

Up to 70 yds. with
1/2x4 pad. Trustmark
style vivacious, a semitextured carpet and
an excellent selection
of colors. Monsanto
Nylon and stain
resistant.
TRUSTMARK
MONSANTO,
AND CARPET WORLD USA...

$988

One

Carat*
Hugs
& Kisses
Bracelet
Ref. $599
Tkar not Cloud'
•

or

A

Channel Set Anniversary

'Anyone can advertise lowest prht
diamond, if quality doesn't count.
If Quality does count with you,
you con count on Michelson's"

Subject to present stock.
haw what we advertise.

'Se

BETTER

Brilliant Round Diamond
Solitaire

$399

7/16X4 Pad
Included

•Wear-Dated Is a registered trademark of Monsanto Company.
Up to 70 yds.
with 1.12x4 pad.
Trustmark style
of
height
plus
fashion
other styles... A
trackless carpet
with Monsanto
Nylon and stain
resistant.
LGo ahead, walk all over usj
Fashion
Great Selection

WEARDATED

Ref $999

Carat
Ref. $1,299

18" Herringbone
14K N8k1g

00

1'1'111SL

Dl

Across From Governors Mall,
127 Terminal Rd., Clarksville

615-552-8787

•

•
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•
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Thursday, July 11
Calloway County Fiscal CourV1:30
p m /Weeks Center Auditorium.
Murray City Council/7:30 p.m./City
Hall.
Calloway County School Board/7
p.m./board office.
Murray Board of Education/7
p m /Carter building.
Faxon Fire DistricV7 p.m./fire station
Rev. and Mrs. Sam Speer at LakeLand Apostolic Church/7 p.m
Self Help for Hard of Hearing/6
p.m./Mississippi Room, Curris Center,
MSU. Info/759-2542.
Support Group for Blind/6
p.m./Calloway County Public Ubrary
Annex,
Accessible A.A. meeting/7
p.m./Center for Accessible Living.
VFW Post 6921 and Ladies Auxiliary/7
p.m./American Legion Hall,
Pet Therapy/3 p.m./Calloway Public
library.
WOW Lodge 592 meeting cancelled
for this month.
Housing Authority Resident
Council/6 p.m./Ellis Community
Center
TOPS *469 meeting/6 p.m./Annex of
Calloway County Public Library.

Thursday, July i
Adult Children of Alcoholics and/or
dysfunctional families/6:30-7:30
p.m./Calloway County Health
Department.
Murray Chapter No 92 Royal Arch
Masons/7:30 p.m., Murray Chapter No.
50 Royal and Select Masters/8
p.m./Masonic Hall.
Murray
Kiwanis
Club/6
p.m./Shoney's.
St. Leo Catholic Church Peace and
Justice/4 p.m.
Greater Hope Baptist Church Youth
Activities/530 p m , Prayer and Bible
Study/7 p.m at Main Street Youth
Center.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/
open 8:30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
Eagle Gallery of FA Center, MSU/
open nO a.m.-4:30 p.m.
National Scouting Museum, MSU/
open 9 cm.-4;30 p.m..
_
Friday, July 12
Dr. and Mrs. Robert L Carlton 50th
wedding anniversary reception/11
a.m.-2 p.m./Glendale Road Church of
Christ. Family requests guests not
bring gifts.
Southwest Elementary School SBDM
Council/1 p.m.
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WRITERS'
POTPOURRI
GladysJarrett,
Director
Writers' Potpourri will be
Saturday, July 13, at 9:30 a.m. at
Calloway County Public Library.
This is open to all interested
writers, according to Gladys Jarrett, director, who has released
some of the poems written by
participants as follows:
• • • •
July
By Rah M. Haynes
The seventh month — July
Is slowly slipping by.
July has her own plan or chart,
Fresh flowers, starry nights—her
art.
She may bring bloom or blights,
Or gush of shame or delight.
She lights each morn with broadening view,
Each week or day we find beauties
new.
Scattering fragrance far and wide,
Unfolding glory on the countryside,
July brings a thrill to my heart,
I regret to see her lavish days
depart.
I lift up my soul in praise,
For peaceful July days.
• • • •
Fireflies?
By Linda Siebold
Tiny lights, low in the sky,
Flitting, it seems, as they please;
Twinkling above grassy fields;
Dancing on whimsical breeze.
How very beautiful they are
In the deep blackness of night.
Minute particles of stars?
Beautiful, blinking lights.
• • • •
Fascinating Lady
By Elizabeth Turner
She sings a merry song,
At her work or play,
And cheerful with everyone,
She meets along the way.
There is a world of happiness,
Around her all the while.
Her eyes will tell you first,
When she's going to smile.
Her eyes are full of mystery,
You wonder what's on her mind,
For it has a wild imagination,
And is working overtime.
Who is this mysterious one,
This lovely soul so free?
I don't know who she is,
But I wish that she was ME!
• • • •
At Breaking Dawn
By Wilma J. Sanders
As dark gave way to breaking dawn
Pink spread across the estern sky
A mother hid her precious fawn
As dark gave way to breaking dawn
He snuggled down there,
whereupon
His mother kept a watchful eye
As dark gave way to breaking dawn
Pink spread across the eastern sky.
• • • •
One Little Mouse
By Charlie E. York
It I had an elephant
what would I do?

What would I feed him?
I would give him to the zoo
The zoo wouldn't take him
they wouldn't want him to feed
I'd have on my hands
a bundle I didn't need;
He would eat me out of home
I'd have no place to go.
My elephant would eat and eat
and never cease to grow.
I could take him to Africa
and turn him loose.
I'd be better off
with a one-eyed goose;
Though I don't have an elephant
or a one-eyed goose.
I'm glad I don't have them
I'd have my neck in a noose.
I don't have to feed them
I still have my house.
The only varmint I have
is one little mouse
• • • •
A Trip Through Spooky-Woods
By W.P. (Dub) Hurt
I stand and face Spooky-Woods
To enter I do dread
Strange things have happened in
those woods,
Or, so I've heard it said.
The trees stand tall and ominous,
Warning, 'Do not enter in"
You could see the lady dressed in
black
That's where it all began.
A low rumble fills the sky
The rain begins to fall,
My mind starts to wandering back
To things that I recall.
A lonely screech-owl shivers
My heart, it almost stops,
While across the trail
With a long shining tail
A crippled possum hops.
The rain it keeps on falling ,
I wrap the cloak around me tight
For who knows what awaits me
In these eerie woods tonight.
I listen as I move along
At a goodly pace
When of a sudden two swinging feet
Hit me in the face.
I stagger back, I almost fall
My mouth is all agape
To my surprise, I realize
It's just two clusters of wild grapes.
I forge ahead while listening
For night-sounds I'd rather hear
Like the baying of the fox-hound, or.
The sound of a running deer.
I emerge on the other side
From tangled vine and falling leaves
And leave old 'Spooky-Woods"
behind
With all its mysteries.

Friday, July 12
Kimberly A. Readel and Kenneth W.
Foster weddingiSugarland Chapel,
Gatlinburg, Tenn.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m 2 p m /for
senior citizens' activities.
Weaks Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p m /for
senior citizens' activities
First Baptist Church Young Musicians I rehearsal/9 a.m. and 3
p.m./Room 304, and pool
party/6:30-8:30 p m (Murray Country
Club.
Bingo, sponsored by Murray Shrine
Club/7 p.m./Highway 121 North by
Fairgrounds. Public invtleid

TODAY
41
.7if

WEST LAFAYETTE, Ind.
-Juan nornbutkle ea rne.d a Bachelor of Science in Industrial Management with a minor in Management Information Systems from
Purdue University at the end of
the spring term.
His activities included Award
of Excellence from NCR/AT&T
for academic excellence; Dean's
List; Freshman GPA award for

Highest GPA f6.0) of freshman
class; president of Society of
Minority Managers; DJ at
WLAY; Black Voices of Inspriation choir; New Directional Players Theater Group.
Hornbuckle's parents are William B. Hornbuckle of Murray
and Deborah Hornbuckle of
Evansville, Ind.

Linn named to honor list
ST. LOUIS, Mo. - ('asandra
Linn of Murray, Ky., has been
:named to„tha.-Dean's Ispat at the
St. Louis College of Pharmacy
for the spring 1996 semester.
Linn is the daughter of Mary
Linn and Charles McKenney. She

Car

0}Te
xp

Horn buckle gets degree

is a 1989 graduate of Murray
High School.
To boi- named .,to the Deans
_
List, a student must complete at
least 12 credit hours and maintain
a gradepoint average of 3.0 or
higher. '
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We are pleased to
announce that Barbara
Karnes, bride-elect of
lessee Denton, has
made her domestic and
household selections
through our bridal
registry.
Barbara and Jessee
will be married July 27,
1996.

We are pleased to announce that Tabitha R.
Devine, bride-elect of
Michael PA. Robinson,
has made her domestic
and household selections
through-our bridal registry.
Tabitha and Michael
will be married Aug. 19,
1996.

WAL-MART

WAL-MART

Hwy. 641 North
Murray

Hwy. 641 North
Murray

DOG DAYS OF SUMMER

SALE
•Sbe

••

:*

Friday & Saturday Only, 10-4

NO BONES ABOUT IT...
IT'S ALL GOTTA GO!!!
•••

•ik
ow
••

• Furniture • Pewter
• Dried Flowers • Gift Shop Novelties
• Birdhouses & More!

By Way of the Grapevine
11. 121 South to Old Salem Rd.

YOUNG MUSICIANS CHOIR I of First Baptist Church will present "Hans
Bronson's Gold Medal Mission" by Kathie Hill on Sunday, July 14, at 4
p.m. on the steps of Lovett Auditorium, Murray State University. The
musical. based on an Olympic theme, Is presented to commemorate the
opening of the Summer Olympic Games In Atlanta, Ga. Admission free
and free lemonade will be served. Persons should bring a blanket or
lawn chair for seating. In case of rain, the presentation will be at First
Baptist Church, 203 South 4th St., Murray. Pictured, from left, first row,
Jonathan Raj, Kathryn Stalls, Mallory Allgood, .Shelly Martinez, Nicole
Darnall, Breanne Sykts, Grant Rudolph, Stephanie Finch, Emily Seay,
Daniel Runnels, second row, Cindy Blalock, Lauren Hines, Katie Wagoner, Chris Bradley, MacKenzie Hoffman, Kim Culp, Emily Brandon, Brian
Robertson, Betsy Inman, Megan Hixon, third row, Seth Darnell,
Jonathan Chapman, John Eric Martinez, Andrew Cain, Steven Rader,
Ryan Cobb, Nathan Smith, Stephen Parker, Seth Barrow, fourth row,
Cheryl Dailey and Annie Nance, leaders, Drew Jones as Hans Bronson,
Brenda Hines, director, and Keill Paschall and Marl Gwyn Littlefield,
leaders. Not pictured are Jamie Stinnett and Morgan Williams. Also in
the program will be Nick Garvin and Kathryn Stalls.
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Drs. Sally Chaney, Kelley Clark and Staff
of Obstetrics & Gynecology of Paducah, PSC
Take Plea-sure in Announcing
the Association of

Lisa Chaney Lasher, M.D.
For the Practice of
Obstetrics and Gynecology
Beginning July 15, 1996

For Appointment Call: 502-443-1220
1901 Kentucky Ave., Paducah, Ky. 42003

Mall Price '45

SIMHofTMuS
rray

JCPenney
Welcomes
New Stylist

LUGUNA
CANVAS
Reg. $45.00

CORSICA
SANDALS
Reg. $59.00

$
2999
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Friday, July 12
AA and. Al-Anon/8 p.m./open to
newcomerfaAmerican Legion Building.
Info/753-8136 or 435-4314.
Main Street Youth Center/205 North
Fourth St /open 6-11 p m. Info/
753-TEEN.
Seniors Golf played/9 a.m./Sullivan's
Par 3 Golf Course
Wrather West Ky Museum, MSU/
open 830 a m -4,15 p.m.
Eagle Gallery at FA Center, MSU/
open 8 a m.-7.30 p m.
Currie Center Gallery at MSU/open
11 a.m.-10 p.m ,
National Boy Scout Museum/open 9
a m -4:30 p.m.
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$39
99

EASY-1
r°icPE
SALE

MACH I
Reg. $74.00

Rose Grubbs Yates

MOTION
Reg $73.00

has recently joined
our styling salon staff.

'58"

Summer Sale

113 to 213 off
Suits

Handbags

Loungewear

Dresses

Coordinated

Sleepwear

Sportswear
Summer

Summer Jewelry

Shoes & Sandals

$5899

LEPTreY

Swimwear
•
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759-9811
Chestnut Hills • Murray

New Extended Hours: Mon.-Thurs. 9100-5:30, Fri. 900-8:00 Sat.
9:00-500, Sun. 1-5
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What's MJ worth to Bulls?
Jordan to find out
how much Chicago
wants to keep him
By RICK GANO
AP Sports Writer

r•11.

Fie photo

Michael Jordan will soon find out how much the Chicago Bulls wantto
keep-hinr-around -for next. season

_

CHICAGO (AP) — Michael
Jordan has popped up just about
everywhere imaginable, on cereal
*boxes and on magazine coved.
He's on TV pushing basketball
shoes, a sports drink: batteries
and underwear.
But the only place this city of
sports fanatics wants to see Jordan next season is back With the

Chicago Bulls, trying for a fifth Stallone is worth $20 million for
a movie, I can't imagine why
championship.
Mictiact won
get $20 million
Hut its going to cost. Jordan
has played most of his career at a for a season."
Jordan's value goes beyond-the
bargain salary. And now, it
appears, it's time for the team's four NBA titles he's helped the
Bulls win, his eight scoring titles,
ownership to pay up.
As the NBA's free-agent fren- his four regular-season most valzy began this afternoon, the ques- uable player awards and four
tion on everyone's mind in Chi- playoff MVPs.
The league's popularity has
cago was: Just how much will it
cost to keep the most popular ath- soared from Bombay to Buenos
Aires, from Rome to Reykjavik,
lete on the planet?
"I don't know what worth is in and many credit Jordan.
During the NBA Finals, comthis game," Bulls coach Phil
Jackson said this spring before he missioner David Stern said the
signed a one-year deal worth 'league had no plans to kiek in
about $2.5 million. "If Sylvester and help subsidize player con-

Racer Football Camp

Dream Team III

Suns star says
Houston trade
expected soon,

STEVE PARKER/ledger & Times photos

Murray State football coach Houston Nutt (above) explains the rules to fastbreak football to campers at
Wednesday's Murray State Racer Football Camp at Marshall County High School. The one-day camp,
which drew 103 boys age 8-17, featured games (lower left) and fundamental drills (lower right). Null and
his coaching staff conduct five one-day camps around the region.

That business associate was
identified in opening statements
as being the person Irvin, former
teammate Alfredo Roberts and
topless dancer Jasmine Nabwangu went to after -topless dancer
Angela Beck was arrested at the
By MELISSA WILUAMS
scene.
Associated Press Writer
Irvin is charged with secondDALLAS (AP) — On-the ninth
degree
felony cocaine possession,
day of Michael- Irvin's cocaine
which carries a punishment rangmembers
of
possession trial, four
ing from probation to 20 years in
his family showed up.
prison. Beck and Nabwangu also
On the 10th day, Trqy Aikman
face
cocaine charges.
first
of
Irvin's
Dallas
became the
Irvin
also faces misdemanor
teammates to lend Moral support,
marijuana
charges that will be
Sitting beside the family in the
heard later.
front row of the courtroom.
While court was in session
Going into the I I th day today,
Wednesday,
Irvin seldom looked
courtroom watchers were wonat Aikman. As soon as jurors left
dering who would be next to
the room, rvin _walked over to a
show up on Irvin's behalf.
low
retaining wall, reached over
An associate of Irvin's said not
and shook Aikman's hand.
to be surprised if as many as four
Aikman leaned back towards
more high-profile friends of the
Irvin
and they embraced, then
Cowboys star make appearances.
whispered to each other.Aikman was mum Wednesday on
whether he'd be back.
"I'm here to support a friend,
Today's witnesses were ' certainly, in a time of need,"
expected to include 'the'person
Aikman - said outside the couryoorn. "It. IS I)95t,W.CORIC here
taken from a March 4 drug bust and try to influence the jury or
at an Irving .motel room, and a
the outcome of this trial in any
person who works for Irvin.
way.

•

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Despite Murray State's poor
showing among Division I
basketball programs in the state
of Kentucky, the university's graduation rate for all studentathletes is among the best.
Phil Bryan, dean of admissions
and registrar at Murray State,
released a statement to the media
on Thursday regarding the July 8
article in the Lexington HeraldLeader which ranked Murray
State last in graduation rates
among Kentucky's Division I
basketball programs.
"The limited information
selected for the article does not
reflect Murray State's true record
in relation to athletic graduation
rates," Bryan wrote.
Thursday's release cited a July
5, 1996, Chronicle of High Education article on NCAA graduation rates which, "reflects more
information that results in a much
different perspective."
According to the article, Murray State ranks third for graduation rates for all student-athletes
in the .state of Kentucky.
Murray State, which graduates
student-athletes at a 55 percent
rate, trails only the University of
Louisville (63 percent) and Eastern Kentucky University (59 percent), according to NCAA figures
for Kentucky Division I
institutions.
Overall, the release continued,
"the findings indicated that while
men's basketball players, nation• See Page 9

White Sox's
Thomas out
three weeks

Aikman supports Irvin
Dallas quarterback
• makes appearance
at Irvin's drug trial

III See Page 9

Murray St.
sets record
straight on
grad rates

USA tops China
as Barkley says
farewell to fans
cent, had 24 dunks and scored 44
points off turnovers in the most
lopsided game of their tour. The
next game is Friday night against
Australia in Salt Lake City.
Reggie Miller scored 16 points,
By CHRIS SHERIDAN
Grant Hill had 14 and - Scottie
AP. Basketball Writer
Pippen 1,2, The 61-point final
margin was the largest of the
PHOENIX (AP) -- On what
was likely Charles Barkley's last game.
The United States opened the
night as a member of the Phoenix
Suns, his fans made him feel at game with a fullcourt press, but
home one last time as they said abandoned it after taking a 9-0
lead and seeing that China had
i:oodhye.
trouble even inbounding against
-The fans, made me feel very
,pecial tonight," he said.
the pressure.
-Barkley returned to Phoenix as
The score was 26213 by the
Dream _Teamer, dominating the
time China tried a shot from
show Wednesday night in a
inside, and the only suspense
10-58 romp over China.
after that was whether anyone on
Barkley, who expects a trade to
the U.S. squad could match the
Houston to be announced Thurswindmill jam thrown down by
day, was cheered every time he
Wel-Dong Hu to make it 41-31.
touched the ball. With one minute
John Stockton made sure of
left; he- re-entered for an encore - that, getting assists on- three conappearance after the crowd
secutive fastbreak dunks by Karl
• chanted 'We Want Charles."
Malone, Pippen and David
-We never won a championRobinson in an 11-0 run that_built
hip in my fours years here, but the lead to 19.*
the fans always- stayed with us
Pippen. had the assist on
e‘er; single day,'.' he said. -My another highlight-reel dunk, a
gripe is with the organization, not pass off the backboard that
the people of Phoenix.Robinson slammed through to
Barkley. got a standing ovation
open a 23-point lead before halfthe game ended, and he ack- time, and Pippen was on the
nowledged the adulation with a receiving end of a similar pass,in
.- save. He finished with 11 points, the second half.
fi,,e rebounds, five assists and
The United States had only
three steals.
four jump shots — the rest were
The Olympic team, playing the dunks, layups and foul shots —
1-11rd game of a five-game exhibi- irka 50-14 run in the second half.
:ion tour, had no problem doing
The crowd called for Barkley
as it pleased against China.
See Page 9
The United States shot 69 per-

tracts. But Stern joked that he
wouldn't mind representing
Jordan.
Agent David Falk said he
heard mention of figures like $20
million or $25 million per season
— maybe for one year, maybe for
two.
In negotiations, Falk and Bulls
chairman Jerry Reinsdorf will be
talking about what's fair for an
athlete who makes an estimated
$40 million a season in off-court
endorsements but only $4 million
on the court, a pittance compared
to some players.

."I'm here Much like many-of
Michael's family members are
here, and that is for support."
Although the afternoon session
was _delayed by an hour, defense
attorney Royce West denied speculation -that the-prosecution tried
barring Aikman's appearance.
"No, they didn't try keeping
him away," West said.
Several jurors seemed not to
notice Aikman sitting in the front
row; others glanced at him during
pauses in testimony.
Aikman listened as attorneys
finished questioning Irving police
detective James Hallum, then discussed narcotics testing with John
Lamonte, a supervisor at the lab
where the drugs in this case were
examined.
Lamonte said 10.3 grams of
cocaine were found from six
pieces of evidence. Irvin's charge •
for possessing between 4
grams and 200 grams of cocaine.
Lamonte said the rock of crack
pulled from the gym bag of codefendant Angela Beck weighed
8.9 grams. Hallum laidLcrack
does for S75- to ST20-per gram on
•
III See liege 9

By RICK GANO
AP Sportswriter
CHICAGO (AP) — Major
league RBI leader Frank Thomas
of Chicago White Sox will miss
at least three weeks with a stress
fracture in his left foot.
A bone scan revealed the fracture of the long bone from the
ankle to the toe, the team said
today. Thomas was placed on the
15-day disabled list, retroactive
to July Monday, for the first time
in his career. He had played in
346 consecutive games.
Thomas' stretch of 346 straight
games played since being called
up in 1990 is second longest in
the majors, almost 2,000 fewer
than Baltimore's Cal Ripken Jr.

He photo

Quarterback Troi-Alkman became the first of Michael Irvin's Dallas
Cowboys teammates to lend moral support at Irvin's cocaine possession trial, sitting beside the family Wednesday in the front row of the
Dallas courttoom.

Thomas leads the Majors in
RBIs with 85, is fourth in the AL
in batting with a .349 average,
seventh in- home runs with 23,
fifth in On-base percentage at
.455 and seventh in slugging percentage at .614.
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BRIEFS
PONY LEAGUE
The Murray 'B team captured second place in the Lyon County Tournament with a 4-2 record In the championship round, Murray fell to Benton in
two close games, falling 7-4 in the first game and 11-10 in the second game
Leading hitters for Murray.in the championship round were James Marshall
(4 hits), Heath Brown (3 hits), Drew Henry (3 hits), Derek 1.4cCuistion (2 hits)
and Josh Garland (2 hits). Others who contributed one hit were Mike Hudson.
Adam Scott and Spanky Darnell The next action *or the '171- Team will be in
the Murray Heat Tournament beginning on Friday.
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share, Nielsen Media Research
said, down 5 percent from the 13.9
rating for last year's game, which
had the previous low rating for a
prime-time All-Star game.
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GAP, France (AP) — After 10
stages of the Tour de France, fivetime champion Miguel Induraln is
eighth overall, 4 minutes, 38 seconds behind Danish rider Bjarne
Riis, who took the lead Monday.

report said Brayton, 36, of Coldwater, Mich., had extensive medical
insurance to cover injuries he sustained while racing but no coverage
in the event he lost his life, The
Indianapolis Star reported.
The U.S. Auto Club pays
$40,000 to any driver fatally
injured. One Indy-car circuit,
Championship Auto Racing Teams,
awards benefits of $100,000 to
$300,000 to survivors of drivers
who are killed. Brayton, however,
did not compete on the CART circuit and had specialized in racing
only at Indianapolis until this year.

FROM PAGE 8
sented by Falk, made $18.7 million last season.
Jordan said earlier it would
Jordan has had no small impact
take at least $18 million a season
on the franchise: the Bulls, who
for him to stay in Chicago.
now attract sellout crowds of
"I'm not looking for (Reinsdorf) to cripple himself from a 24,000-plus, drew only 4,042
business standpoint," Jordan said fans to the final game of the preJordan era in 1984.
recently.
"I want to see the Chicago
But in Chicago, where Jordan
Bulls organization maintained. is the most adored figure in the
But don't play me for a fool, 'city, some find it hard to believe
either. It's a business, but it he would ever leave.
makes money. I just want to see
"Jordan is Chicago," said
what he feels I'm worth com- Jason Caffey, a Bulls' rookie last
pared with what his business season. "Losing him would he
makes."
like waking up one morning and
Patrick Ewing, the New York there's no sunlight, just darkness.
Knicks center who is also repre- He is the NBA."

•
ska

Take a drive
to Lone Oak
SO

:14
41
11
r the Marketplace Shopiing Center in Lone Oak

KILLIAN'S

(next to Century 21)

a
• • I

••••

753-9627
Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there
State Farm Insurance Companies
Horne Offices: Bloomington, Illinois

MAJOR LEAGUES

you're just having such a good
time.
"It would be a dream come
true to be a part of this program
... The most important thing is to
come in and work as hard as you
can and play in the team framework and try to make other guys
look good," said Pope, who was
second on Kentucky's national
championship team in blocked
shots (44), sixth in scoring (275
points) and third in rebounding
(187).

FROM PAGE 8
the street, making the rock worth
between S668 and $1,068.
Lamonte also verified reports
that one-two thousandth of a
gram of residue was found in a
test tube taken from atop Irvin's
jewelry bag. It was the only item
seized directly from his belongings and has been the focus of
much questioning by lead defense
attorney Kevin Clancy.
Clancy continued Wednesday
to use a package of artificial
sweetener to show how loose
cocaine gathered by officers at
the scene could've been shaken

into the test tube when evidence
was packed together in a plastic
bag.

AMERICAN LEAGUE
AM Times CDT
East Dileien
W
L Pet. MI
Nor Ye*
52 33
112 —
14111mses
46 39
541
6
Tamale
la
49
437 15
Osseo
36 49
424 16
Detroit
27 61
307 2IF4
Central Olvlease
W
t Pet GO
assalasil
$2 35 .505 —
Chicago
50 37
575 2
lAhreultee
43 43
500 11:4
Minnesota
41
45
477 10'4
Kansas City
34 50
412 14'4
West INvIslen
W
L PM. GS
Texas
51
36
WS —
Souks
46 39
541
4
Callornla
43 45
449
Oakland
43 45
449 114
Thursday's Gaines
Texas (01vw 7-2) at Oakland (C hominid 2-2).
215 pm
Boston (Givens 34)al deal (B *BOWE 2-5),
606 pm,
New York (Kay 54) Balarrsore thIlestria 11-5).
6 35 p m
Toronto (Guzman 74) at lAloaults• (D'Arria,
1-1). 706 pm
Cleveland (McDowell 6-6)
Minnesota (Reim
5-10), 705 pm
Chimp (Alvarra 10-4) at Kansas Crty (Haney
748,
8;16 pm
a (Langston 5-4) at Segni (Htichcodi
1-3), 905 pm

idiots,' that would make me feel
better."
Wang Zhi-Zhi, a 7-foot-1 center, led China with 12 points. The
Chinese were 1-for-12 on 3-pointers after going 7-for-10 in the
first 14 minutes.

NATIONAL LEAGUE
Esti Darlakra
W
I. Pet GB
Mania
54 33
621
Montilla)
IS 311
563 5
New Tort
4
44
471 13
Florida
40 47
100 11
Phiscsainis
37 49
1)0 16'A
Central Olvliskaa
L Pct. GB
W
St Louis
46 41
529
Houston
47 42
5211
Carionma
39 43
476
Chicago
41
44
471
Ptiburgh
39 46
444
Weal
L Pet
W
GB
Sin Diego
44 41
539
Los Angeles
47 42
Colorado
42 44
414 4.4
San Francisco
3111 44
1,42
Thursday's deem
Philadelphia(WON 2-3) et Monne!(Faison)
$4dit8
:
8
3
80
5 pm
(Wage 11-4) at Cincinnati (Sin*
1-7). 635 pm
Heusi, (Dratek 44) m Nee York (Clark 4-61
840 p.m
Flodds (Sunlit 5-5) AtInts (Avery 7-7) 640
pm
St Lout (Osborne ILO'at Croon° (Navarro
64). 705 pm
Sao Diego(Mardian 10-4) at Colorado (Freeman
ft-5), 805 pm
San Frandeco (Lodi 4-71 at Los Angelis
(R Mariam 6-3). 905 pm

FREE
SPORTS PHYSICALS
for Murray and Calloway Co. student athletes.

•Grad...

Sat., July 13 & Sat., July 27

FROM PAGE 8
wide, graduate at a lower rate
than that of their peers, studentathletes in general graduate at
about the same rate as other
students."
Murray State and the University of Kentucky share the lead in
graduation for all students
(statewide) at a rate of 49
percent.

•

841 a.m. • 14 p.m.
Medical Arts Building
300 South Stis St.

Please contact your school for further information.
Provided as a community service by the physicians
of Calloway Co. Medical Society.

We can provide information and coverage for your

C
A
R
INSURANCE
Ask about Shelter's
HOME, LIFE, FARM,
BUSINESS
coverages too

Clearance

Harold "Jack" Romaine
Licensed in KY & TN
754.1033 or 753-0873
401 S. 12th St. • Yuen, 0.

•Barkley...
to get on ,last shot in the final
minute, but China milked the
clock and the United States never
gyt a final attempt.
"I had hoped to finish my
career here, but I wish the Suns
the best," said Barkley, who
expects to be dealt to the Rockets
in a three-way trade that would
send Dikembe Mutombo to Phoenix and Robert Horry and Sam
Cassell to Denver.
All trades are currently on hold
until the league collective bargaining agreement is signed by 5
p.m. EDT Thursday.
"I'm still a hell of a player
and can still be the best player on
a championship team," Barkley
said. "I've done a lot for the
Suns in four years and I deserved
to be treated better. Things just
went bad.
"If they came to me and sat
down and said, 'Listen, we're just

'See me for all your far* instrance needs.'
305 N. 12th St., Murray

II Irvin...

•Jordan...

FROM PAGE 8

Sponsored By:

AP Sports Writer

MARK POPE

9

Jane Rogers Ins.

By HANK LOWENKRON

INDIANAPOLIS (AP) —
Second-roundAraft pick Mark
Pope has a,/championship ring
MUSTANG LEAGUE
from his last year at Kentucky
The Murray Mustang League will be hosting the Kentucky Mustang League
and is ready'to compete for a spot
All-Star Tournament this weekend. The tournament will begin on Thursday,
on the roster of the Indiana
July 11 with Murray All-Stars playing the Marshall County Orange All-Stars at
Pacers.
5:30 p.m and will continue *rough the weekend as in Ilea Weekend with
—Pope made--a favorable
the winners advancing to a regional tournament
Members of the 10-year-old All-Stars are: Tyler Boggess, Josh Burks, Wes
impression on Indiana coach LarClaiborne, Ryan Cobb, Kyle Erwin, Blake Hoover, Dominique Hudspeth,
ry Brown during the team's
Lucas Mathis, Drew Myatt, Greg Ryan, Brandon Steele and Brandon Stone
rookie -free agent camp that
Head coaches are Keith Burks and Kenny Erwin. Assistant coaches are
ended Wednesday. And he was
Tommy Boggess, Danny Hudspeth, Danny Claiborne, Kevin Wright, Gary
Mathis and Steve Steele
ecstatic to learn Wednesday that
Brown wanted him to represent
the Pacers in the Los Angeles
PARK LEAGUE
Summer League.
Murray Park League 'Blue' All-Stars are: Seth Asher, Bryan Craig, Kent
"This is what all of us have
Erwin, Chris Fike, T J. Hargrove, Austin Hopkins, Roger Lay, Austin McCuistwin, M.J. McCuistion, Wesley Steele, Joshua Streetman, Matthew Wells and
been playing our whole lives for
Jacob Young Head coach is Steve Young with Bobby Fike, Ken Craig and
and sacrificed so much for," the
Steve Steele, assistants
6-foot-10 forward-center said of
the 29 participants who reported
Sunday
for the start of the fourSPORTS ROUNDUP
day camp.
."You can't help but step out
BASEBALL
-AUTO RACING
on the court with these coaches,
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — Indy-car
and these players and have fun.
NEW YORK (AP) — Tuesday's
dnver Scott Brayton wasn't covAll-Star game got the lowest rating
... Sometimes you lose the
ered by life insurance when he died
ever in prime-time and was the
thought in the back of the mind
May 17 while practicing for the
least-watched in 27 years NBC's
that this is your livelihood,
Indianapolis 500, a published
broadcast got a 13.2 rating and 23

CYCLING

woor
n I
;tate
graent-

UK grad Pope
seeks spot on
Pacers roster
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'97's Are On The Way

Well always be there for you.

Shelter Insurance Cos Home 0115ce Coltrntre MO

1996 Cadillac Sedan DeVille

INAPAIAU10PARTS

Stock #96028

OFFICIAL 1996 NBC-TV
VIEWER'S GUIDE
eAVG96

ARMOR ALL
PROTECTAN

ET MKS91 DAMN

FREE

„..—

hrrattoilelli <
IEN11111911T31931310."-997WOR K999 lc
I.So ler die

(16 oz #10160

aim;
-mar
ARMOR ALL CAR WASH
(24 oz)625024$299

NAPA MILEAGE
PLUS VOLTAGE
REGULATORS

teem moor
11

99

VItt

1411__

It

IS

List $37,950.00
Peppers Discount -5,500.00

NAPA MILEAGE PLUS
CONTROL MODULES
ITP45SM, TP41SM

$32,4500°

11.

Hones Brok

444

6 pk

15.95

case

Price Does Not Include Taxes, Title & License. Dealer retains all incentrves and rebates

orona
reg & light

WHATEVER IT TAKES, WE WANT TO BE YOUR CAR OR TRUCK COMPANY

695,=,

6,
26 95 case of 24
Natural Light A Ice

case of 24 cans

11111

410

••••••••••• P..in ON. MO
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Otters good al these parupoanng NAPA

AUTO PARTS stores

Murray Auto Parts

CHEVROLET

VEVVK

1300 N. 12th St., Murray • 753-4424

Miller Auto Parts
1300 Poplar St., Benton •
527-3188

WE KEEP AMERICA RUNNING

TOYOTA

-

Geo. CHEVROLET4OLDS-CADILLAC-Gg9-JOYOT.A

'

2400 E. Wood St.

Paris TN
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'Barnum' will open July 25 at Playhouse in the Park
Barnum's the name, P.T. Bar, an. And I want to tell you that
, 'night you are going to see — bar
,,one — every sight, wonder, and

miracle that name stands for!'
Here's the Broadway musical that
traces the career of America's great- est showman from 1825 until the

Featured recently in the production of "Mary Mary" at Playhouse in the
Park were, from left, Tony Kendall, John Fritts and Skip Hamra. The
next show will be "Barnum" which will open July 25.

.4
( Paducah * Fleming Furniture * Benton

IlinUmmrilApnin
C.)

ALL 3LOCATIONS
P4DUCAH & BEIVION

year he joined with James A. Bailey
to form The Greatest Show on
Earth. It's called, simply,"Barnum"
and it opens two weeks from today
in_ Murray's.Playhouse in the Park.
Barnum is directed by Murray
High teacher Mark Etherton, who
has directed a number of musicals
for the high school but never before
for the community theater. He's
brought along some enthusiastic
high school kids, veterans of his
own productions, who combine
with Playhouse regulars and firsttime actors to create a high-voltage
production that vibrates with color
and sound and energy.

grand schemes and she tries to share
his dreams. And she's not above
needling him now and again about
folderol and humbug, all of which
-means, she points out, "in-- Mr.
Webster's nice synonym — lies."
Then there's Jenny Lind, the
Swedish Nightingale, whom Barnum brings to America to be his
stellar attraction. Played by Vicki
Peyton — who has labored to
master a Swedish accent — she
sings in Swedish and in English and
wins the hearts of all who hear her.
The rest of the cast is, well, a
bunch of clowns — loud clowns,
sad clowns,juggling clowns, dancing clowns, clowns who do the
splits, and clowns who do some
surprising tricks. Some of the
clowns shed their clown suits now
and then to take on other roles. Matt
Harris plays General Tom Thumb,
Barnum's sensational attraction,
only 25 inches from toe to crown.
When Tom's on stage, Ellen Carpenter plays his feet.(You'll have to
come to the show to figure that one
out). Tory Holton, who's still in her
teens, plays Joyce Heath, the oldest
woman in the world and,in another
quick change, a blues singer. Bill
Phillips is Amos Scudder,Barnum's

The great showman himself is
played by Marc Games, whose
physical presence and genial
warmth must match that of the real
Barnum,always larger than life. He
preens, he blusters, he brags, and he
sings aptly-titled songs as "There's
A Sucker Born Every Minute" and
"The Prince of Humbug" in a fine
tenor voice.
Amy Ross Brown plays Barnum's
long-suffering, tough talking, practical-minded wife Charity who'd
prefer her peripatetic husband to
settle down and run a factory.
Nevertheless, she supports his
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Final Days!

RED HOT SAVINGS
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Traditoonal

6 SLEEPERS

BROYHILL SOFA
Whqs 10 Lest

ALL-CLOSEOUT THOMASVILLE
BEDROOM, DINING 6
OCCASIONAL FURNITURE

LANE ACTION

SOLID MOO
INETTE + 4 CHAIRS

$197

Final Days!

HALF PRICE!
Traditional

SWIVEL ROCKER
Whae 14 Lent

11
/
2

DINING ROOM
TA8LE + 4 CHAIRS
OR CHINA

PRICE
SAVINGS

144

CANNONIALL BED
S DRAWER CHEST
TRIPLE DRESSER
6 HUTCH MIRROR

$

ALL 4 PIECES JUST
$
R1
•84
1100 $997
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FACTONT AUTHORIZES SALE

SAVE on 2 Piece Sets
Mattress &
Box Springs
TWIN

Retail $S99
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Q
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Ref all 1999
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All CLOSEOUT
PATIO FURNITUR
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$448
$498
$698
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Division of Ketley-Wigoins Furniture, Inc.
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UFE ROW, a Christian Rap Group from Jackson, Tenn., will perform at
Freed Curd Auditorium of Collins Engineering and Technology Building,
Murray State University, on Friday, July 12, at 8 p.m. The event will be
sponsored by Main Street Youth Center. The concert Is free and the
public is welcome. Transportation will be provided for young people
from Main Street Youth Center at 7:15 p.m. The center Is a United Way
agency.

BOOK REVIEW
The Choke
Ey Bee Mosaivand

THE CHOICE

BOB WOODWARD

Thoinasville®

$497

HALF PRICE

RECLINER

t
i

Paducah * Fleming Furniture * Benton

LAST CHANCE - FINAL DAYS - ENDS MONDAY!
0

first backer, and Greg DeLancey
until then pianist Mandie Green has
been showing up every night to play
plays James A. Bailey, whose name
figures in as much future circus for rehearsal.
Opening night for "Barnum" is
history as that of Barnum's.
Others in the clown -troupe are
Thursday, July 25, with perforElizabeth Allen, Shae Bryant, Rob
mances that weekend on Friday,
Carpenter, Nancy Christensen, July 26,and Saturday,July 27,all at
Terri DeLancey, Jennifer Goodell, 8 p.m.,and an afternoon matinee on
Sunday, July 28, at 2 p.m.
Jay Howell, Vicki Kemp, Angela
Rowlen, Glenda Rowlett, Elizabeth
The show continues for two more
Shouse, Elizabeth Stokes, Frank
weekends, with evening perforStokes, and Scott Wyatt.
mances August 1-3 and 8-10,all at8
Musical directors for the show
p.m., and afternoon matinees at 2
are Tony and Amy Ross Brown; p.m. on Sunday, August 4, and
choreography is by Shae Bryant. 'Sunday, August 11.
Props are handled by Cindy ReichTickets are $6 for adults, $5 for
muth and Patsy Massey, and cosseniors, and $4 for students. Resertumes are by Cassie Bright. Linda
vations may be made through the
Pierce is the production designer, community theater's box office,
and Keisa Bennett is the lighting
759-1752.
director.
The Playhouse production of
Performance -music will he.pro-• -'Barnum' is .spon'sdred
vided by a eight-piece-band, under
Mart, J.C. Penney, and H.T. Markthe direction of Tony Brown, but eting.

OPEN
SUNDAY
1 TO S

LAST CHANCE!
SALE ENDS
MONDAY 7 PM

SUPERCENTER 3801.Hinkleville Road
Highway 60• A Half Mile East of 1-24
Paducah, KY 442-4455 • 1-800-788-6224
Open Dail, 10 In 7 • suncloy Ifs 5 • Friday 10 to
fiROYN/14 CALIERY
FACTORY OPTIET CENTER
305 North Main Street Benton, KY
"5
527-3481 • 1-S00-599-6224 °P;nr,',1„",a;,9,,t6
8ROYNIll eAltERY 4 FACTORY OUTLET CENTER
451 South 16th Street Paducah,,KY
442-4465 • 1-800-450-6224 °'
;
'
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die parental Ind political story of how the elation's
tan top leaden permed thermelves to equate off far
the 1996 presidential alection.
Never bet= him political reporting provided
voters a,ith so much authcr native, Mdepdi edam.non an the candidata. before an elicitor'. The Chaim
ass the stage fee the November 5,1996,election
a study of thi ocamoders a, action-tithe cbaciaions,
than convenstions thee private amemesats, their
disappointments their mist and trianges their
definitions of them selves and their evolving under '
tending of nisimml pupate.
Woodland las dug deeply into the personal and
political ralsaimahip bemoan 0Mton and Did,,
revealing their private convermtions as thew mom
ninth podects of the American erase anempt to
ban
alce poittical pie against the welfare of the
comity. The Choice is also a charamor study of the
twoam mid than siva.,Hilary Rodliam0Moe and
Elizabeth Dole,
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Sunday, July 21
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BARBIE " Keepsake
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CLASSIFIED
CLASSIFIED AD RATES
12kPlsw Ask
$6.00 Column Inch
AO% Discount 2nd Run,
60% Discount 3rd Run.
(AO 3 Ads Must Run 1007Thal 6 Day Rodarp
$200 per column inch extra for
Tuesday (Shopping Guide). 010
020
025
Reader Adl
300 per word, $6.00 minimum 030
1st day.64 per word per day for 040
each additional consecutive 050

has
play

day. $200 extra. for Shopper
(Tues. Classifieds go into Shopping Guide.) $2.00 COTO for
blind box ads.
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FARMERS MARKET
Form Equipment
uvestock & Supplies
Poultry & Supplies
Roc:Lice
Feea & Seed

100

Rushing, Emme(Emmie)around circa 1924

Attorney in Lexington, Kentucky seeks
information regarding a woman named
Emme (Emmie, Emmy) Rushing who lived
in or around Springfield or Mansfield,TN or
Henry County during the period of 19201930. Interested in family members who can
document their relationship to Ms. Rushing
for the administration of an estate. Please
contact my office at (606) 266-0061 or
addressed to Attorney, P.O. Box 21742,
Lexington, Kentucky, 40522-1742.

BANKS
I am seeking information about the families and relations of the following individuals for the purpose of administering an
estate:
FAMILY OF TOM AND ALICE BANKS
FORMERLY OF COTTAGE GROVE, TN.
1. ROSS BANKS
2. NELSON WARREN BANKS (MURRAY, KY)
3. BUTLER BANKS (PARIS, TN)
4. MATTIE BANKS MYERS (CHICAGO, IL)
5. WILLARD BANKS
6. JIM (POSSIBLY JAMES) BANKS
(COTTAGE GROVE, TN)
7. CARL BANKS (CHICAGO, IL)
8. VONERELL BANKS BENNETT
(COTTAGE GROVE, TN)
9. CORNELIUS BANKS
10. DEXTER BANKS
If you are related to any of these individuals or you have knowledge of any family
members, please contact me at (606) 2660061 or addressed to Attorney, P.O. Box
21742, Lexington, Kentucky 40522-1742.

020

4 Piece
Bedroom Suites
Starting At

299
0
,
••••
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PURDONI
Furniture& Mattress
Downtown Murray • 753-4872
BECOME A HOST
FAMILY- Scandinavian,
European, South American, Asian, Russian High
School exchange students
arriving August American
Intercultural Student Exchange Call 800-SIBLING

DIABETICS!(using insulin)
Did you know Medicare (or
Insurance) covers most
ATTITUDES Hair Design supplies? Save money, call
15th & Main Under new 800-633-2001. Liberty
management Owners/ Medical Satisfaction guarStylists Heather W Broad- anteed No H.M.O. Memway and Kimberly Hill, bers. Mention 12040.
Stylists/ Brenda Peck, Lori DRAPES and More CusHouton, Tabatha Crawford tom made drapes etc 10
Walk-ins welcome
Years experience
759-1100
502-527-7165

BURIAL INSURANCE
AVAILABLE MAU AGE BO
No Physical Examinations
If you are in average health and can answer
no to a few questions you may gustily for preferred rates Below we a few monthly preferred
rates at different ages for $4000 policy
MALE

ago

60
ape 65
age 70
ego 75

$1181

14 18

FEMALE
SO20
10 96

NEW LOWER RATES AGE 60 UP
17 50
13 09
21 76
15 54
27 31
19 33
38 77
26 18
Premiums

For fro*
Information call:

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
7534199
'tree local claim service'
INJURED OR NEGLECTED BY A NURSING
HOME- Our mission is to
protect the elderly . Kelly
Thompson, Jr., Attorney
800-KELLY JR. THIS IS AN
ADVERTISEMENT.
NEED a Tutor? Experienced Elementary school
teacher will tutor grades
K-6, $10/per hour. Ph
759-5848

For info, leading
to arrest of persons taking black
16 ft. tandom axle
utility trailer from
construction site
on Wrather Rd.
Contact Calloway
Sheriffs
Co.
Dept. if you have
any info. 753-3151
- Thank you.
010

Card
of Thanks

The family of Ethel
Sturdivant
thanks
you so much for the
outpouring of love
from
you during
Mother's illness and
at the time of her
death.
The many calls,
cards, flowers and
food were so deeply
appreciated.
Sincerely,
Myra &
Lester Nanny
Virginia
Vernon Hendrix

Rave Mop

905 SYCAMORE, MURRAY, KY
Local 753-41W
TOLL FREE 1-800-455-41W

485
-440 4(25
500
510
52.0

120
13C
140
150
155
160
165
170
180
195
200
21U
220
240
260
380

REAL ESTATE SALES

Computers
FOr Sale Or T*0(30
Wonf To gjy

Articles For Sae
Appliances
HOMO ;u1ntfiriingS
Antiques
Vacuum COOne'S
Sewing MOCNnes
HOOVY Equipment
Sports Equipment
qrood
Musical
M,sceioneOLIS
TV & Radio
Pets & SuPaLes

270
365
420
430
4.35
440
450
460

Mobile Homes For Sole
For Sole or Lease
HOMO LOOnS
Rea, Estate
,ake Prope^v
Lots col Sae
Forms For Sae
HOrnes

For Sae

MISCELLANEOUS
410
540
560
5.70

Pubic Sae
For Trace
Pee Coiumr
Wontea

020

Advertisers are requested to
check the first insertion Of
their ads for any error. Murray
Ledger & Times will be responsible for only one incorrect insertion. Any error
should be reported immediately so corrections can be
mode.

OFFICE HOURS:
Mon.-Fri. 8_oin.-5
Saturday 8 a.mA 1 dm.
• Deadlines are 2 days
in advance!

100
Rolla

EXPERIENCED Journeyman & apprentice duct
work installers Paid Holidays & vacation Salary depending on experience.
435-4699
--PRIENBLY- TOYS
GIFTS-Has openings for
dealers No cash Investment' Fantastic toys Ex
clusive gifts home decor,
Christmas items Call for
catalog and information
800 488 4875
HAIRSTYLIST needed, full
or part time Must be honest, willing to work Apply in
person at Cut 'N' Curl
753-1682

PROPANE now available
Murray Bait Co Hwy 94E

Business
OPPoritinitY

Help
Wanted

PSYCHIC READINGS by
Mrs Anne Tells past, present and future Advice on
all affairs of life Palm &
Tarot card reading also
available 767-0508 208 S
12th, Murray

HAROLD
IVES
DRIVERS- $2,000 sign-on.
TRUCKINGHiring drivers
1 year flatbed experience!
Free driver trainman you
30-325 a mile. 1-3 years'
experience! All convention- qualify Students welcome
Experience pay up to 28e
als! Benefits! 401K! Grads
per Mile Excellent benefits
welcome.
Boyd. 800-842-0853
T.LC. Mobile Car Wash &
800-543-8923 ext CC-5
Wax. We'll clean your car
HIRING'- HS diploma
wherever it's parked
DRIVERS- Are you going
grads to age 34 in reward753-3557
nowhere but your next deing high tech skills No exlyery? Top pay & bonus
with potential to grow your perience required Paid relocation
Call
career Many of our employees move to opportuni- 800-284-6289
ties such as trainers spe- HOUSEKE
eded
$100 REWARD! Lost July
cial runs, even truck ownerposkit014 •
4th, Black German Sheome
phard, male dog Call ship Allpoints, Inc
FILLED
Call
759-5474 or 759-4408 day 800-366-3278, ext 19 or
•
888-521-1077 (Toll Free) Tr.
53-6562
or night
(Contacts with top carriers
FOUND Black Lab puppy
like Dart Transit) Weekend HUMANE Society is looking for fulltime shelter techHas collar on Almo area
staff to answer calls
nicians Candidate needs
753-5192
DRIVERS, EOE- The driver to be experienced in animal
LOST Siberian Husky, fe- retention rate at Maverick is care & comfortable with
male, spayed, black & among the highest in the customer relations Senior
white w/blue eyes Has ta- industry Our drivers stay citizens are encouraged to
too in ear 753-7213
with us because we keep apply Salary based on exthem happy Talk to our perience Come to the
LOST. Black male Rat Ternor(looks like a Doberman) drivers They'll tell you Shelter between 1-5pm
Maverick Transportation daily Ask for Marilyn
on Hwy 444 between 2 & 3
Inc 800-289-1100 Must be
mile marker Reward!
24 years of age 1 year I'LL pay
436-2587
you to lose weight
OTR
Get paid to lose up to 30Ibs
DRIVERS, FLATBED 48 in the next 30 days 100%
STATE OTR- Assigned Natural, 100% Guarannew conventionals, compe- teed, no exercise required
1,000 WEEKLY stuffing en- titive pay, benefits. $1,000 Doctor recommended Call
velopes Free info Send sign-on bonus, rider prog- 502-354-9404
self addressed stamped ram, flexible time off. Call IMMEDIATE OPENING
envelope to Express Sept Roadrunner Trucking Full time Administrative
96, 100 East Whitestone 800-876-778.4.
secretary/ office manager.
Blvd Suite 148-345, Cedar
Experience with Windows,
DRIVERSFlatbed
dryers
Park, Tx.- 78613
REwork hard, play hard, and MSWorks,
AUTO body repair man get paid morel Get up to QUIRED Must be compeNeeds experience in gen- 340 per mile Excellent tent working with multiple
eral knowledge. Full time benefits
Call projects and staff memposition' 753-8730 After 800-325-1067 J B Hunt bers. Knowledge of special
needs children helpful. ExFlatbed
5pm call 489-2081
cellent benefits. Send letter
OTR of application with resume
a-DRIVERS- Start at DRIVERS,
27- 295 a mile earn up to TRACTOR/TRAILER and 3 references by July 26
360 a mile Take your Mick._ D;REVERS- Company & to WKEC Diagnostic Cenhome every 9-12 days Tease purchase opportuni- ter, 321 Special Education
Medical, dental, and retire- ties for those who qualify
Bldg, Murray, KY 42071.
ment offered Plus $1,000 Company dryers up to 280 Attn: Judy Adams.
tarp and $500 safety bo- per mile Lease purchase EEO-EOE
nus. Hornady Truck Line zero down Late model
walk-ins Call Arbc Express KNOTH'S BBC)
800-648-9664
of Murray
800-927-0431
now accepting applications
DEPENDABLE kitchen
for full time cooks Apply in
help at Cypress Springs
Resort Call for an appoint- DRIVERS, SOLOS/ person
ment 436-5496
TEAMS- Teams- $100K+! MATURE honest over 25
Tramers-$70K+ 1 $2K sign- for furniture delivery setup,
DOMINO'S Pizza now hir- on (teams)! Drive
conven- warehouse & all around
ing drivers Earn cash daily. tionals. coast-to-coast
! work Must be able to drivr;
Must be at least 18yrs old Bonuses, benefits, 401K
have proof of insurance & Convenant Transport (ex- furniture van Apply at Wiggood driving record Apply perienced) 800-441-4394 gins Furniture, across from
in person at Domino's ext SV-13 (Graduates) Memorial Gardens, Hwy
Pizza, 117 So 12th St, Mur- 800-338-6428 ext SV-13 641 N
ray, Ky
Weekend recruiters
MCKEEL Equipment Co
DRIVER, A NEW BUR- DRIVERS- Solos, teams has opening
for Heavy
LINGTON MEANS A grads Industry's top pay to Equipment driver
Must
BRIGHTER FUTURE FOR start loaded or empty
have CDL Class A license
YOU' $650+ a week aver- Three raises first year Ben- Call 753-3062 between
age Great benefits and efits, 401K Assigned 7am-5pm
bonuses Dedicated OTR equipment. 22. CDL 'A'
and Owner Operator Bur- 800 633-0550, ext EA-10
NEED A CHANGE?
lington Motor Carriers
DUE to increase in summer J B Hunt needs drivers
800-JOIN-BMC EOE
business at the Doll House Even new drivers average
Cafe in Pans, Tn, dancers $2,000+ a month the 1st
year Inexperienced? Call
are now being interviewed
800-2JB Hunt ExperNo experience necessary
Call
Please call 901-642-4297 ienced?
after 5pm for an 800-368-8538 EOE Drug
screen
appointment

PAPA John's Pizza now
hiring all positions Assistant Manager, delivery dryers, & in-store positions
available Flexible hours,
perfect for college students.Delivery....driveri
must be 18 & have good
dnving record Apply in
person

BE YOUR OWN BOSS- USED Computers bought
Earn $2500 part-time, and sold Call 767-0858
$8,000 full-time per month
processing insurance
140
claims for healthcare proWant
viders Software purchase
To Iluy
required plus computer FiANTIQUES by the piece or
nancing available
collections 753-9433 day
800-722 SAMS
or night
OWN YOUR OWN
PART time afternoon APPAREL- Bridal, wes- ANTIQUES Entire estates
cashiers needed Must be ternwear, shoe, crystal, gift or 1 piece Call Larry Elkins
over 18 Apply in person or $1 00 variety store In- 492-8646 days 753-1418
evenings
between 78 2 weekdays at cludes inventory, fixtures
Racers Coastal on Chest- buying trip, training Mini- CASH paid for good. used
nut St
mum
investment rifles, shotguns. and pisPATTI'S 1880's now hiring $16900001 Call Alan at tols Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th,
all kitchen positions Give Liberty Fashions
Murray
us an opportunity to pay' 501-327-8031
you more than what you're
being paid Try us you'll like
our family Dishwashers
pay up to $5 50/hr. Call
362-7446 or apply in person 10 30am-5prn

It's A Firecracker
Of A Sale

POSITIONS now available
at Shoney's of Murray Day
cook night cook. MIT night
server, and day salad bar
attendent Apply in person

Wiggins Furniture Store

SIRLOIN Stockade now
hiring grill cook Apply in
person, Mon- Frt

Free Delivery • E-Z Terms
753-4566

SONIC Drive-In is now taking applications for cooks,
fountain and car hops or.
both day and night shifts
Apply in person at Sonic
Drive-In of Murray, 217 S
12th St No phone calls
please
STEWART
HOME
SCHOOL- A special place
for special people, has a
unique job opening for
Houseparents, caring for
individuals with MR/DD
Live-in positions offers salary, room and board, plus
excellent benefits package
Contact Donna Moore at
502-227-4821 or write
4200 Lawrenceburg Road,
Frankfort, KY 40601.
TRAVEL Agent needed in
the Paducah area. Full time
position. Experience preterred. Send resume to
Lisa Brown, 3121 Pansa
Dr, Paducah, KY 42003
VICTIMS Advocate BA de
gree in human service field
or 4 yrs experience in human service Of court system Send resume to Rape
Cnsis Center, P 0 Box
8506. Paducah, KY
42002-8506 EOE.
WILDLIFE/
CONSERVATION JOBS
Now hinng, Game Wardens, Security, Maintenance, Park Rangers etc
No exp. necessary For application and info
1-407-338-6100 ext KY
111C. 7am-8pm 7days

Hwy. 641 N. Across From Memorial Gardens
In Business Since 1958

REMINGTON ARMS COMPANY, INC.
MAYFIELD, KENTUCKY
MANUFACTURING OPPORTUNITIES
Remington Arms Company, Inc., a world
leader in the manufacturing of sporting
firearms and ammunition, is seeking qualified individuals for maintenance electrician, maintenance mechanic or millwright,
quality technician; and entry level CNC
machine setters, machine operators, assemblers, heat treat and black oxide operators, warehouse personnel or material
handler, receiving inspectors, and supply
crib attendants.
Successful candidates will process components through production machinery by
hand,loading components into fixtures and
operating manual or mechanical clamping
devices. Successful candidates will be required to perform machine changeovers,
make adjustments to meet specifications,
and perform operations requiring the use of
hand tools.
Successful candidates will be required to
verify acceptable quality standards by visual and mechanical means, in accordance
with established procedures and specifications. Quality data must be recorded on
statistical process control charts. Gages
must be used to determine cutting tool
replacement and adjustment requirements.
Successful candidates must read and ftillow
all rules and regulations, process instructions, operating procedures, and chemical
safety data sheets, to insure compliance
with company and regulatory agency requirements.
We offer a competitive wage and benefit
package.

070
Domestic
& Childcare
CHILDCARE provider
needed for afterschool in
my home 753-9369
CLEANING houses is my
business Reliable Call
Linda 759-9553
HOME & Office cleaning
Daily, weekly, summer
cleaning Ph Valerie,
759-5021

Mayfield Employment Services will be accepting applications on July 15, 16, 17, at
Mayfield High School from 8:00 a.m. to
2:30 p.m. ana July 18, and 19 at the

Mayfield Employment Services Office
located at 31-0 South 7th Street, Mayfield, Kentucky from 8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.
Applicants must apply in person. Assistance in completing applications will be
provided to disabled applicants, where requested.
An Equal Opportunity Employer - M/F/DN

Will Travel
Residential

Churches
Carpet
Upholstry

guaramood NOT to increase

McCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY, INC.
N.thonwld

Available Thru Aga 84.
Our most comprehen
sive policy pays for
Skilled Intermediate or
Custodial Care With
Medicare's new guidelines for confinement
Nursing Home Insurance is more Imo
-anent
than ever

250 REWARD

ALTERATIONS, Ruth's
See & Sew 753-6981

ape 50
age 55

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE

Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Ports
Use0- Canyons
Used Trucks
Campers
Boots & Motors

480

This guy is so
very nifty,
Because today he
Just turned 50.
Happy Birthday
Harvey I Love You Emma

HOUSE of Clothes, now
open Mon-Sat,9 to 5,Sun 1
to 5. Nice consignment clothing $100 Buys mens,
women, children jeans,
sweaters, sweat shirts,
dresses 13 Miles from
Murray on Hwy 464 Call
489-2243 or 753-6981

Notice

Feature Of The ,',1e,ek

TRANSPORTATION

Rodeo

HEARING AIDS- Just
$379.00 manufactured direct to the public. In the
canal type, fully guaranteed. Free information and
sample Call toll free
800-960-4367, Micro Max

MERCHANDISE

Insurance
Exterminating
Business Services
Heating & Cooling
Services Orfereo

470

ADJUSTMENTS

753-1916

SERVICES
080
230
250
290
530

020
Nolloe

SEEKING INFORMATION

Murray State University is accepting
sealed
bids for
(MUR-023D-97)
wall mounted mailboxes with key lock
and a Pitney Bowes
mailing
machine
that has been declared surplus. All
bids must be received by 2:00 p.m.,
July 18, 1996. Bid
forms are available
at the General Services Building or by
calling Elvis Green
at 502-762-4435.

285
300
310
320
330
340
360

REAL ESTATE RENTAL
Mobile Homes for Pent
Mobile HOMO Lots tOr Rent
Business Rentals
Wont To gent
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
For Rent or ',ease

020
Legal
Notice

RUSHING

1 of

rm at
ding,
ill be
the
eople
Way

280

CALL

EMPLOYMENT
Help Wonted
Domestic & Chliacore
Situation Wonted
Business 00PcirtunItY
instruction

060
070
090
1D0
110

Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Cord of Thanks
in Memory
Lost & Found

010
Leasi
Motto

5 for
;!serthe

lark-

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Yard Safe $7.50 Preaszici 390
A$2.00 lee will be required to make 400
arsy changes to ad otter deadline. 550

nore
rforI at 8
at 2
and

Tice,

TO PLACE
AN AD

Bondi
Owner
Beverly DeVrles .

Commercial
General
Cleaning
Offices
Stripping
Waxing
Etc.

502-436-2663
The Total Cleaning Service

EARN $600-$800 PER
WEEKI- If you're inexper
enced, Carrier Assistance
for getting your CDL Immediate opening for exper
lenced and inexperienced
tractor trailer drivers Call
800 467-3806
EARN up to 1.000's weekly
processing mail Start now
no experience Free supplies, information No obli
Send self
.
addressed stamped enve
lope to Bucks Dept 14
3208-C,East Colonial Dr
No 308, Orlando, Fl 32803

NEW IMPROVED PAY
PACKAGE- Offered by
Beech Trucking for Regional driver Home every
weekend Pay up to 280
with excellent benefits Call
800 399 3901 EOE
OVER the road truck dry
ers needed for immediate
opening with 2yrs exp &
clean
MVR
Call
502-759-4009

PRODUCTION OPERATOR POSITIONS AVAILABLE
Mattel and Fisher-Price have merged and as a result our manufacturing capacity
in Murray is expanding We now have production operator positions available in
our world class molding operation These 12 hour positions provide lots of off-time
and more earnings than traditional 8 hour work schedules. Hours are either noon
to midnight or midnight to noon with 3 days oft every other weekend The starting
pay rate is $6 20 and tops off at $8 84 Full benefits are available after a short
waiting period
If you've got what it takes to work with the world's best toymakers contact

CLASSIFIED

Murray Employment Agency

201 South 12914:Street
Murray, KY
759-2150
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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3C0

Wise
Fureiddegs

-

CDs, tapes, movies, recent
books. S-Nesi Sega,delticeve magazines. Cash or
trade 2-1 BooktraderMusic Too, opposite Penney's,
Mayfield
502 251-3233
150

PANAMA . CITY BEACHSandpiper-Beacon Resort
$690(1-4 persons), beachTABLE with 6 chairs and a front, restaurant, 3,pools, 1
china cabinet with aaglass. indoor pool, hot tub. suites
front. MI are white with
up to 10 people, kitchens
butcher block top. with microwaves, bki bar
753-0895
Jet skis, parasailing
800-488-8828

Articles
Fox &de
. CARAT diamond solitaire gold engagement nng, 14FT Krause disk, 4 row
size 7. $150 Ladles 9061:1 cultivator 502-753-7845
band with set of 5 dia195
monds, size 7, $125
753 9120
Huey
BASKETBALL Cards for
sale 88-89 Fleer, Dennis
Rodman Rookie $40,
94 95 Finest Refract, Den-ars Rodmarr$907 -95-96
TSe Warp Speed Grant
Hill $20 95-96 Molten
Metal Grant Hill $50, 95-96
Scaring Magnet Shaquille
0 Neal $40 95-96 Grant's
All Rookie Kevin
Garnett $25. 95-96 Tower
of Power Joe Smith $20 I
would like to trade for a
Scotbe Pippen 88-89 Fleet
Rookie Call 753-4899

Equipoises
6018 INGERSOLL small
Backhoe & trailer '68 International dump truck 500lb
Sandblaster -753-81-01
please leave message
200

Sports
1988 CLUB ear. 3- 1991
Yamahas Reduced West
Side Golf Cars 435-4446
GUNS, buy, sell. trade
436-5650

ANTIQUE buffet excellent HANDGUNS, Rifles, Shotcond Beveled mirror; 3 guns, Quality Leather Holdrawers, two door, empire sters, Ammos & Access
style Dark oak finish
BHB Firearms 436-2980
$2000 firm 759-9122 No
LIFESTYLE 1000 treadmill
dealers!
Cardio pull machine Both
ANTIQUE bedroom set new, paid $1150, asking
with like new mattress, $600 759-9247
$500 Car seat, 0-404bs
Excellent condition $40 SKI MACHINE Call after 6,
759-9839
753-9236
COCONUT Pie Recipe
Send $1 and self
addressed envelope to
2428 Beal Rd Hardin, Ky
42048
COMMERCIAL Tanning
unit. 44 bulb stand up unit,
10-15min tanning.
759-4713. 9am-6pm

Miscellaneous

SOFA bed excellent oondibon, $175 Call 753-9293

210

Firewood
A-FIREWOOD for sale
4.37-4667

A;:=1

625S0 ft zoned 13-2 113S
13th St 753-6001
641 STORAGE available,
4x5, 5x10, 10x20, 10x25.
Visa & Mastercard accepted 753-5585.
650 SO FT near Courtsquare at 500 Maple St in
Murray Call 753-8964

ROMANTIC CANDLELIGHT WEDDINGS - DOWNTOWN upstairs ofSmoky mountains, ,or- fice space on Court
dained ministers, elegant Square Rent $95 Includes
chapel, photographs, nor- utilities 753-1266
als, videos, receptions.
honeymoon cabins, fire- NORTHWOOD Storage
places, secluded, kitcInE -presently has units avail753-2905 or
Jacuzzis. special packiges able
No waiting, or blood test 753-7536
Gatlinburg, Tennessee OFFICE space for lease,
800-933-7464
or Walnut Plaza, 104 N 5th St
ilo-WED-RING
1.53-111.302.ot _ 753-9621_
SMOKY MOUNTAINS- WAREHOUSE. 3000sq ft,
Dream weddings at drearn
blocks off Courtsquare
prices Specials starting at in Murray, Ky at 602-B,
$9900, White stain glass Maple St Call 753-8964.
chapel, ordained minister,
no waiting or blood test
Pigeon Forge and Gatlinburg 800-408-8577
320

Apartments
For Rwe

270

Moak
Homes For Self
1980, 14x80 3BR, 2 baths,
$7,995 437-4465

1,2,380 apts. Furnished,
very nice near MSU. No
pets
75 3 - 1 2 5 2
days,753-0606 after 5pm.

1BR Apt & efficiency Apt
available now Coleman
3BR. 2 bath, cent h/a,
RE, 753-9898
treated wood deck & steps
16x80, Like new Fleet- 1BR, duplex w/gas heat
wood Could arrange fr--- -Rent/ deposit, $276-412 N
nanang to qualified buyer 5th St 759-4696
Call 759-4117, 759-9187 or
742-4435
IF you're renting or have
ever thought about buying
a new home, now is the
BEST time Yciu can get the
BEST financing at the
BEST 1996 closeout
prices Shop now while the
selection on 96 models is
still good! BEST HOME
CENTER. Hwy 641 South,
Pans, TN 901-644-7155

COMPLETE 18 DSS
BALDWIN Electronic
SATELLITE SYSTEM- No
Grand
Piano, MIDI capmoney down. only $19 a
MOBILE HOME LOANSmonth Installation in- able Full size keyboard
5% down, refinancing.
Never
needs
tuning,
excelcluded Bad credit, don't
equity loan Free sellers
worry Ask about free prog- lent condition, $1000
package, land or home
ramming Don't miss out! 753-5778
loans Green Tree Finan800-229-2225
FENDER Stratocaster cial, 800-895-1900 NaCOMPLETELY finished guitar/ amp 753-3869
tion's leading mobile home
10x12 office building,
lender
$2500 obo Located at 624
210
N 4th Call 759-9057 or
NEW DOUBLE WIDES753-1766
Owner financing Bankallscellaneous
ELECTROLUX. Kirby, A BEAUTIFUL CANDLE- ruptcy OK Husky Homes
Rainbow Vacbums Late LIGHT OLD FASHIONED Call 606-548-2455
models bags & belts for WEDDING- Smoky Moun- SAVE!! Close-out on all
most cleaners Jerry's tans near Gatlinburg. over- 1996 model homes!Quality
Sporting Goods, 402 So looking nver. horse-drawn built homes at Hugh Sav6th Mayfield
carriage, cabins, Jacuzzi. ings Dinkins Mobile
KUBOTA lawn mower 40" ordained ministers No test Homes, Inc Hwy 79 E
cut 13 Shp, hydrostatic or waiting. HE.ARTAND Pans, TN 1-800-642-4891
trans with bagger $1650 800-448-8697 (VOWS)
STEP into the Sunshine
Without bagger $1500 See CHRISTIAN MARRIAGES- with this large 32x56 3
at 641 So
Hazel
Gatlinburg s Original bedroom/ 3 bath home
498-8281
Church (since 1980) 1996 Closeout! 445,900 in
NEW Echo Star 410 satel- Photography videos, eluding air Beautiful home
music, flowers, limos, great price! Easy financing
lite descrambler 10ft dish
chalets, Jacuzzi suites, fire- Call or'come by Best Home
$1800 762-0009
places Breathtaking views, Center Hwy 641 S, Paris
NO Payment. No Interest any budget Rev Ed Tay- TN 901-644-7155
until Jan of 1997 Or low lor 800-3462779
SUMMER SALEII! Large
7 9% interest on all Cub EXPERIENCE THE selection of used homes
Caaet lawn & garden trac- BEAUTY And romance of Late and older models
tors Lambs Small Engine, a mountain wedding in Gat- Dinkins Mobile Homes,Inc
•ndustrial Rd 753-2925
lint:mg Tenn 'Simple to Hwy 79 E Pairs, TN
1 800-642-4891
PUSH lawn mower, $50 elegant ordained minis
_arge wheel barrel, $40 2 ters no blood test, no waitDog hoses $20 ea ing honeymoon lodging
280
800 258 6797
"624798
Mobilo
FREE
Pregnancy
Tests
Homes For Rare
d-UEENSIZE hide a bed
Utehouse
753-0700
$150 New rockers 565ea
2BR near Kirksey Wooded
Recliners $85 Couch & GET MARRIED- Smoky
lot with creek, newly re
chairs $120 Brass bed Mountains areas most
modeled No pets, central
ends $10 437 4465
beautiful chapels, elegant
h/a
$275/mo plus decedar
white
or
mountain
top
posit 489-2534, before
RIDING mowers •push
chapel gazebo Christian
9pm
mowers tillers 753-8292
services complete arrangements cabins No 2BR on nice private lot. 7
SEE us for your barn or roof tests or waiting
miles East of Murray Call
metal Cut to length
800-893-7274
Linzy Beane, 436 2582
Covers 36 inches many
colors Economy Metal 8. GOT A CAMPGROUND 28R trailer, no pets
MEMBERSHIP OR 753-9866
Supply Co 489-2722
TIMESHARE- We'll take
SHARP 7200 pew paper it America's most success- 2 OR 3BR gas or electric
copier reduces/ enlarges ful resort resale clearing- central hia Edge of city
$800 753-6069 leave house Call Resort sales limits 753 5209
message
information toll free hotline STILL for rent 2br trailer,
800-423 5967
completely furnished
STEEL BUILDINGS
washer & dryer. garage 11
5.000. sizes 30x40x10 MARRY
ON
A
$4835 40x60x14 $8,819 MOUNTAIN- Be married in mi from Murray $225 mo
Ii.ift0x 1 2. $9 512
our magnificent mountain- Good condition (901)
Y'00x16 $15 670 top chapel surrounded by 642 5985
60x80x14 $14290
trees & awesome views of
eCx100x16 $17619 the Smokiesl Pigeon
Quality service Free bro- Forge' For reservations,
chures Sentinel Buildings 800729-4.365
Mobile
800.327 0790 extension
Home Lots For Rent
79
MYRTLE BEACH OCEANFRONT RESORT CONDO NEAR Hazel
Includes
WOLFF TANNING BEDS- RENTALS- From Summer
trash
water, lawn
Tan at home Buy direct $84 daily fall $62
daily
and save' Commercial or Centrally located Indoor, $100mo 492-8488
norne units from $19900 outdoor pools,
whirlpools, REDUCED' Large country
Low monthly payments saunas, tennis, play- lot water furnished
Free color catalog Call to- ground, gamerooms
200amp meter pole, 7 miles
day 8008421305
Sales 2 bedroom $65,003 from Murray Call 436 5867
leave message
WOODWORKING tools for 800-238-1181
sale 435-4318

SATURDAY, SUNDAY, MONDAY
WORK AVAILABLE FOR PRODUCTION OPERATORS
FULL BENEFITS FOR WORKING 34.5 HOURS
Mattel has openings for production operator positions in Our world -class
molding operation. These 12 hour weekend shifts provide lots of time-Off.
Hours are either 600 a.m.-6:00 p.m. or 6:00 p.m.-6:00 a m. on Saturday.
Sunday and Monday. Scheduled days off are Tuesday, Wednesday,
Thursday and Friday. The starting hourly rate of pay is $6 20 and tops on
at $684. Full benefits are available after a short waiting period.
If you have what it takes to work with the world's best toymakers please

contact:

320

Business
Ilestals

Murray Employment Agency
201 South 12th St.
. 071
Murray, KY 4
502-759-2150
An Equal Opportunity Employer - MjF DA/

1BR, low utilities, no pets
Reference and deposit required, 5225/mo
753-3949
1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray 753-4109
2BR Apt, 3 blocks from
University 1 Year lease, 1
month deposit. No pets,
$385/mo 753-6001.

NOW taking applications
for Section 8 low rent housing. Apply in person at
Southside Manor, 906
Broad St Extended, between 8am- 12noon No
phone calks please. Equal
Housing Opportunity.
VERY nice 1br, hardwood
floors. Close to University.
Some utilities paid_ Call
753-8756.
2BR, central h/a, 1909A
Westwood Or, $350 plus
deposit. No pets, lease
753-8002 after 5.
2BR, central h/a, washer,
dryer & dishwasher. Water,
trash pickup and lawn care
provided. 11 Miles from
Murray.4385/mo plus de..
posit. 762-4483, 8-4 or
345-2748 after 5pm.
2BR duplex 720 Sycamore $215 plus deposit
492-8225

PUBLIC AUCTION

University Heights
Apartments is now
accepting appticadons for 1 & 2 bedroom natal assisted
apartments opining
soon. Mesa are for
disabled,
families
handicapped, senior
citizens, wheelchair
accessible. For more
Information call
502-726-1459
Mon.-Wed.-Fd.
8:30 a.m.-1:30 p.m.
For hearing Impaired
only call
1400-247-2510.

HILLDALE Apts now taking
applications for 1,2, & 3br
apts. Handicap accessible.
-Apply at Hilldale-Apts-office
Monday-Friday, 7:30-3:30.
Equal Housing Opportunity. 437-4113. TDD
1-800-545-1833 X287.

Sat., July 13, 1996 at 10 a.m.
Selling the estate of Mr. James and Mrs. ha McNeely
near Farmington, KY.

3BR,2 bath,9 miles west of
Murray. $550/mo rent &
deposit. References required. No pets. 489-2296

901-584-2009

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane - Terry Paschall
Auctioneers
"M‘ Amax doesn't cast, it pays-

For Sale
Or Lease
TOBACCO barn sell 'or
rent, 32x52 489-2116
leave message
3BR,2 bath, lit miles from
Lynn Grove on Hwy 94
West, $375, water included 435-4496.

Best Home Center

3BR nice home located
Poor Farm & Airport Rd
753-5209

Camden, TN

3BR w/basement
753-0076.

901-584-2009

1

Real Estate & Personal Property

A

365

Wide selection of quality manufactured homes to fit your family's needs
and budget. No credit or credit problems??? Perhaps we can help! Call or
see Sue or Barbara.

F-

For more information and your auction needs phone 435-4144.

CREEKVIEW Self-storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney's
$20-$40/mo 759-4081.

Camden, TN

Va
tur
Ch

Not responsible for accidents. Lunch available. Mahon held rain or shine.

3BR, 2 bath, central gas
heat & air in town,$500/mo
plus deposit & references
489-2414, 489-2364
350
For Rant
Or Leese

Best Home Center

Selling the household contents and comfortable home of
Mrs'. Vivian S. Campbell:

1701 College Farm Rd. - Murray, Kentucky
(SW corner of N. 17th St. & College Farm Rd.)

Saturday, July 13, 1996 - 10:00 a.m.
Real Estate to he offered at 11:00 Mrs. Campbell has decided to sell her lovely, well maintained home creating 'this unique opportunity for the wise home buyer. This propeny
features many extras and is within walking distance of "5 Points' and the
campus of Murray State University,

4BR, 2 bath, good neighborhbod. Deposit required
No pets. 753-2967. Available Aug 1.

ESTATE AUCTION
Saturday, July 13, 1996 - 10:00 a.m.
Puryear, Tn. - From Puryear, Tn., go
south on Hwy. 641 toward Paris, Tn.
approx. 2 miles. Auction is on the left.
Selling the personal properly of David Haulwood, Sr
MR 11 ‘1, 1.1S11\i;
Whirlpool lel 18 cu. ft.(nice)+ washer& dryer + dinette
set w/4 chairs +2nice green chain + sofa + coffee & end
tables + stereo w/ stand & speakers + VCR + coo-coo
clock + assorted _lamps + assorted picture frames +
Kenmore microwave w/stand + office desk w/chair + file
cabinet + fax machine + 3 piece bedroom suit + 4 piece
kingjize bedroom suit + 25" console TV + 8 hole gun
cabinet + breakfast set + chest freezer + picnic table +
18,000 BTU air conditioner (Whirlpool) + several
phones + pots & pans + assorted glass + linens & much +
much more.

4BR house, appliances
furnished, gas heat. 603
Sycamore St 759-4696.

This'2 bedroom briar has -a large living room & kitchen,*nee-tied garage,
dining room & utility room. It features a half circle drive and fenced back
yard with storage building.

BRICK 3br home, 1 bath
w/carport & large storage
building Natural gas, central h/a in Hazel. No pets.
$375 plus deposit.
492-8185
370

Term; of real estate 15% dol., day of sale

1994 LILY Hay Cutter conditioner. Has cut less than
60 acres,$7500. 492-6174.

W. Dan Farris • CAI Auctioneer
P.O. Box 149 Hazel, KY

8YR old pony, gentle $300.
Saddle & bridle,$150.
436-5034.

LOTS OF COINS & PAPER MONEY:Germany - Iraq
• - Turkey - Mexico - Canada - Vietnam - Saddleback
dollar + Georgia 1777 Certificate + set of Germany coins
set of Austna coins + 1865 2t piece + 1884 Indian Head
penny + 1905 Indian Head + 1830 It penny + 30 silver
dollars + starting @ 1881 through 1921 + half dollars
starting @ 1893 through 1964+ several dimes 1937 up +
several V nickels + several other pieces.

horse

Country Home & Mini-Farm
Approximately 7 miles west of Murray, Kentucky on KY
Hwy. 94W in downtown Lynn Grove, Kentucky across
from the former Lynn Grove School.

PONIES- Gentle, good
color and size selection.
Delivery available. Ph
753-2493

Thursday, July 18, 1996 -- 5 p.m.
— regardless of weather —
Mrs. Rosalee Kelso has moved to town and is offering her
relaxing country property to a wise investor.

2 ADORABLE Toy Red
male Poodle puppies Excellent pet stock First
shots, $100/ea 762-4798
or 753-6749

•

AKC Cocker Spaniel pups.
black & white, $100
767-0785
AKC Registered
Labs. Hunter,
Championship
First shots &
759-9405

available

FOR INFORMATION AND. YOUR AucnoN
NEEDS CONTACT:

Chocolate
retriever,
bloodline.
wormed.

This property features community water, natural gas, central air &
heat, a large fenced backyard, separate storage building, attached
carport, patio and paved driveway.
Terme on Ileal Estate: 13%

MIXED Beagle/ Fleet puppies Will make great squirrel & rabbit hunting dogs,
$40/ea Call 436-2507 after
5pm

•

Sown

day of sale

balance at closing

W. Dan Farris - CAI Auctioneer
-P.O. -Box 149 'Hazel, KY "

WELL bred AKC Reg Bea-

Max R. Dodd - Broker
' (502) 492-8196

Not responsible for accaistas Anstotanceenents day
precedence over all putted matersal.

white. For information.
753-2605 after 5

of sale ohs
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Indus' 30 days

FARRIS AUCTION El
ACTION REALTY

gle puppies, 5wks old.
Rack & tan, gray, blonde &

'Taylor Made Auctions Are Better"

This 2 bedroom
stone and brick
•
house and 4,/3+
acres will be
offered all together
in one tract.

• Open House
Sunday, July 14, 2-4 p.m.

DOG obedience classes or,
private Serving Murray 14
years 436-2858

Doug Taylor

Max R. Dodd • Broker
(502) 492.8796

Not responsible for accidents Announcements day of sole take preceridence over all
printed material

KID broke Donkey & tack,
$300 502-382-2356

1001.5, I.Qt IFNI! NI, I Ill( ITS
Toyota Celica, 1987,2 door, white (clean) + tow 1110l0f,
DSA 64460. 6 cyclinder, runs good + red belly Ford
Tractor -4 speed,new tires + 515. bush hog +J.D.STX 38
hydro mower (I year old) + heavy duty 16 ft, trailer w/
8000 lbs. winch + large dog earner + chain hoist + gas
grill + large smoker grill + an compressor + 1/2 hp.
bench grinder + tap & die set + 2 ton floor jack + floor tool
chest full of tools + air tank + spray gun + log chains +
drills, sanders + Skit saw + pipe wrenches + hand saws +
fishing equipment + shop vac. + wheel barrow +
aluminium, exta131011 & SIT ladders + metal shelving +
gas weed eater + much, much more.
Alusoisurewesiu Iwo& day of sale tato precedence over prim misty printed material Not rarporusble for accidents Lunch

Si

&dance ai closing *riddle 30 days

FARRIS AUCTION S ACTION REALTY

59 ROLL'S of Hay for sale,
1,000 pound roll, $20 roll
492-6174

GOOSENECK
trailer 753-4225

cl
re

Also offered will be the following Items of personal property:
II andmadc solid cherry dining room table w/6 chairs,cherry buffet, Iloosier
kitchen cabinet, bedroom suite, dinette set, occasional chairs, what-not
shelves, sofa, refngerator, stove, washer,dryer, figurines, MANY OTHER
ITEMS NOT usTED.
Terms ri personal property complete settlement day of sole

Livestock
& Supple*

GUNS: Raven Arms mdl. P25 auto + Glenfied Marlin
mdl.60,22 + Springfield mdl.944 + Savage Arrns 12 ga,
single shot + pellet pump + Bluestreak 5 MM +
Higgins mdl. 1011, 410 + Remington 870 Wirunaster
pump 12 ga. S&W 38 special+ 4: 070670 + FUR mdl.
950 + 22, 5" stainless.

Auction Service
Puryear, TN
(901) 247-3874
Lic. KY & TN *2027
Firm* 1787

Nice 3 piece bedroom suite - nice couch with recliner on each end - odd. beds,chest &
vanities- auto washer & dryer - colorTV - Croffel Gila tables - COO COO clock - lamps electric sewing machines - sewing box - mintature lamps - platform rocker - old lamp
tables- old pictures & frames - antique baby bed - small low boy dresser - iron bed cane bottom straight chairs -old flat top truck - old quilts & quilt pieces - feather
pillows - old bedspreads - quilt tops- linens - Bulls Eye pocket watch - sleepy eyed
dolls- doll clothes - old patterns - old camera - costume jewelry - old books - old metal
toy pistol - old spinning top - perfume bottles - old saddle stirrup - milk bottles - old
milk strainer' castiron tea kettle - carnival glass water set - set of old dishes - old
mixing bowls-4 piece set ofdishes - Keystone China- old cake stand - other old glass
& china - old corn popper - old fruiters - bird figurines - card table- world globe elect. typewriter - pots & pans - small kitchen appliances - fireplace insert blower - car
radio - Christmas lights & decorations - mail key - milk cans - blue fruit jars - elect,
meat grinder - wash kettle - metal cabinet - old corn 'cracker - small spindle back chair
- cracklin squeezer - hand & yard tools - small carpenter tools - pitch fork - corn scoop
- double blade axe - bench grinder - elect, drill motor - small vise- hand saws - ship
auger- sledge & wedge - pipe threader - garden tiller - lawn mower - large wet stone
grinder - wheel barrow - garden push plow - stone pieces - wash tubs - section hire storm windows - bicycle - nice 1476 Pontiac Catalina car, 4 dr.. with 62,xxx actual
miles - horse drawn plows - team gear - single trees and much more.

2BR brick, carport, stove,
refrigerator & freezer furnished. Full basement w/
washer, dryer hookup,
fenced backyard Small pet
may be allowed. 2 Blocks
from University, $500 per
month. 753-4199.

Shop and Compare
Many To Choose From.

iii444,4?

Because of lack of parking for the auction this merchandise will be
moved to the Farmington Community Building to be sold.

2BR, $295/mo plus deposit. 753-9826.

Closeout Sale
On All 1996 Models

11
Bu
tat
tat
Ian
set

ESTATE AUCTION

1BR, 1 bath, stove & refrigerator furnished,
electric heati4325/mo,
months lease, lmo deposit.
No pets. Call 753-2905,
753-7536.

KENTUCKY Lake, Lakeland Westly Village, 1br
apartment, utilities included, rent based on income.626 older, or handicap & disabled. Equal
Housing Opportunity.
502-354-8888.

Set of dishes 6 place setting - stem globlets with brush gold trim other old glass& china.pots& pane - small kitchen appliances,large
window air conditioner- sorn: nice old quilts - some new hand
stitched quilts - bedspreads - linens - lot of costume jewelry - Avon
bottles - vacuum cleaner - wet dry shop vacuum - electric fans portable sewing machine - B & W portable t.v. - small electric heaters
- table & floor lamps - coffee & end tables - night stands -old rockers platform rockers - couch & chair - exercise bike - old breakfast set washer - old pocket knives - hand hair clippers - meatsaw- hand saw key hole saw - other small tools - wash tub. 1976 Ford Maverick the
family bought new and has only 67,xxx actual miles -her items not
mentioned.Auction held rain or shine. Not responsible for accidents.
For more information and your auction needs phone 435-4144.

Licensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn. #12$1 Firm 2333
"My Service Doesn't Cost, It Puys"

MURRAY' Manor Apartments now accepting applications for 1-2br apartments. Apply in person
1:30pm-4pm, Mon-Fri,
1409 Duigiud Dr.

HAZEL Apts has available
2br apt Must be 62, handicapped, or disabled. Rent
based on income. Equal
Housing Opportunity.
TDD01-800-247-2510,
527-8574 or 492-8721.

II

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane Terry Paschall - Auctioneers

Equal liausing tVportunry

MUR-CAL Apartments now
accepting applications for
1, 2 and 3br apartments.
Phone 759-4984. Equal
Housing Opportunity.

2BR, nice Duplex, available
now, central h/a Coleman
RE. 753-9898.

Friday, July 12, 1996 at 4 p.m. at the home of
Mr.Johnnie and Mrs.Oleva Barron at607 Ellis
Dr., Murray, Ky.
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Inside/Moving
Sale
2106 Villa Sq.
July 11 & 12
10:30 a.m-4 p.m.
Bunk bed, air hockey
table, couch, coffee
table, 2 end tables &
lamps, chair & love
seat 759-3100

Gigantic
Yard Sale

YARD SALE
170713 Ridgewood Dr.
Off of Wlswell Rd.
Fri. July 12th
8 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Car seats. crib, play pen,
toys, boys clothes up to 4T,
wicker love seat antique
oak lamp table, other
household iiems and *omens dotes

MOVING SALE

Thurs.-Fri.-Sat
7 ant-7 p.m.
94 East, 7 miles to
Burkeen's Conoco
Station, turn right
on Faxon Road, go 4
miles.
Wood stove, bedsprings, lawn mower,
much more.

One 1111a_off 1215
on Murray-Pads Rd.
Fri -Sat.
July 12-13

Moving
Sale

2-PARTY LARGE
YARD SALE

406 4th St.
Hazel, Ky.
Friday
7-12-96
Vacuum, lamps, pictures, baskets, etc.
Cheap!

8:00 a.m. - ?
Well pump
toys,
clothes, by things,
household items, old
plows

1330 Norsworthy Rd.
Kirksey,
July 11 & 12
8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Sears 9 tray food dehydra' to, 22 qt. pressure canner,
rocker, lots of stiff

Cancel if Rain

Real
Estate

Homes
For Sale

Yard Sale

HALEY Appraisals Bob
Haley, state certified
759-4218

BEAUTIFUL new construe
bon, 1,4 miles north of
Murray in established subdivision, 3br, 2 baths large
front porch & rear deck
attached garage City gas &
water, Oak cabinetry. large
kitchen & dining room and
lots of closet space
436-5362, 436-5437 or
759-4567

94 East, R Clayton
1 Mile R.
No eery sada
Ran or shoe

Thurs., July 11 &
Fri. July 12
7:00-3:00
sum maiwr(Srumon Ow,
anigue gun, 2 new 110 AiCs,
dog Ober/house, sums'
bite pries glassware &swine
Peek, bird cage, pressure
cooker, mac

NEED

DC

3 Party
Yard Sale

iai

F-11 Coach Estates

lip

Murray, Ky. 42071
Thurs. & Fri.

4.

July 11 & 12
7 a.m.-?

Yard Sale
1718 Melrose Ct.
1 block east of
Doran Rd.
Fri. & Sat.
7:30 a.m.-6 p.m.
Misses clothes, games,
tools, furniture, antique
sewing machine, bicycles, etc

he

er
)6

ars5

er

ler

=monk

Carport Sale
(Back)
807 N. 20th St.
Thurs.-FrI.-Sat.
July 11-12-13
7 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sat. 7 a.m.-Noon
Many useful items including CD car stereos, golf clubs,
speakers, clothes.

Yard Sale
Thurs., Fri., Sat.
9 a.m.-7 p.m.
641 North to 1824,
right first house on
right.
Furniture,
clothes,
shoes, books and dishes. Some antiques.
762-0058

Garage Sale
1555 Oxford
Thurs., July 11
5 a.m.-9 p.m.
Fri., July 12
7 a.m.-12 Noon
Sal, July 13
7 a.m.-12 Noon
Antiques, old glassware,
upright freezer, household items, lots of quality!

YARD
SALE
2218
Gatesboro ugh
Street
July 13
7:00 a.m.

4-FAMILY
HUGE
YARD SALE
203 South 9th
July 12 & 13
7 a.m. - ?
Cards, comics, gold nng,
clothes, all sizes, boys,
girls, men, women, lots of
new items, nick nacks, all
kinds of wood items.

3 Party
Yard Sale
Fri. & Sat.
a.m.-?
94E, right on 280 follow signs.
1200 psi gas pressure

washer, clothes (women's sizes 5 to 26W)
men's & boys clothes,
toys, dishes, lamps,
misc items.

Yard Sale
Locust Grove
Rd. 2 miles on Locust
121 S. to

CASH?
Have a yard sale
and advertise in
the classifieds.

3 Party
Yard Sale
Old City Park
Corner Pavilion
Friday Only
Lots of toys, clothes
children & adult),
household items, by
items,
comforters,
crafts, lots Of misc.

Y'ART
SALE
1625 Farmer
Ave.
Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m.-?
Kitchen items, furniture, local art, etc.
Wee-Runs
Children's Sale!
909 Olive
July 12-14
Fri.-Sat. 9-2
Sun. 2-4
Bargains on excellent
condition clothing, toys,
equipment for infants
through teens. Plus
maternity clothes! Great
selection from co-cc of
20+ moms!

Yard Sale

Grove Rd.
Fri., July 12
6 p.m.-8 p.m.
Sat., July 13
7 a.m.-2 p.m.
Ref with iceinaker, 3 bicycles, few antiques, household items, adult clothes,
router, sander, 3 electric
motors, lots of odds & ends

67 Camelot
Kingswood Subd.
Off Wiswell Rd.
Fri. & Sat
8 a.m.-?
Home Interior, toys,
crafts, clothing (men,
women's, junior &
kids), much more.
Cancel if rain.

Yard Sale

Yard Sale

Fri. & Sat
6 a.m.-10 a.m.
1551-A Mockingbird
Dr.
Moving - Everything
must go. End tables,
lamps, microwave,
appliances, clothes,
army uniforms, toys,
kitchen items, dishes
and much more.

N. 16th St. Ext. White
house on right past SuIllvan's Golf Course.
July 12 & 13

Carport
Sale
Friday
7 a.m.-?
1109 Fairiane
Toys, books, electronics, kitchen items,
lots more. Everything
must go!
Rain or Shine

KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes all price ranges It
you are thinking of selling
contact one of our courte
ous and professional
agents at 753 1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St
SMALL tracts of wooded
building sites 8, 9 or 10
acre tracts Only one of
each left Call Century 21
753-1492 Ask for Dallas
WHY wonder about selling
your Real Estate at auc
bon? Call Wilson Real Estate at 753-5086
435

1.35

e;sr
ct.
air
op

500

aso

430
Public
Bab

7 am.-7 p.m.
B130 grill, porta-potty,
flowers, basket, portable
air compressor, exercise bike, lamps, end
tables, women's &
men's clothes, tools &

much more.

Yard Sale
Highway 95 East, 5
miles to Duncan's
Grocery, turn right on
Irvin Cobb Rd.,located
at 2 mile marker on
right.

July 12 & 13
8:00 • ?
household items, kids
clothes, toys, something
for everybody

Yard Sale

Yard Sale

e
121 Sout
c to
roe
Meadow
Subd.
Fri. & Set.
7 a.m.-?
Couch, 3_ pc. turn set (2
chests, bookshelf & nightstand), color tv 25 cabinet style, silver coins
antiques, collector comic
books, sports cards men's
and ladies clothing. lots of
rnisc

Parkside
Rent-A-Storage
behind PaglIal's
Friday
12 Noon-3 p.m.
Furniture, l.v., computers, copy machines,
toys, clothes, VCR,
plates, security camera
& monitors, Zenith computers, accordian, etc.

Lake
Property
5 ADJOINING lake lots a
f3aywood Vista for sale o
trade for RV or camping trl
502-382-2356
CLOSE to Lake 12x60,
2br, 14 bath Mobile home
on 4 large wooded lots
Approx 14 acres, w/CHA
All utilities, 12x22 room addition under construction,
storage building. '4 Mile to
boat ramp in Keniana Lake
Shore Heights. 1st $13,500
buys it. 502-436-5719 if no
answer leave message. No
Realtors please_
KENTUCKY lake lot &
1020sq ft mobile home
Furnished, $12500 or unfurnished, $10,500
474-8627
LAKE home in great neighborhood. Neat 4br, 2 bath
$29,500. Call Carol, Kopperud Realty. 753-1222.
MLS*3000673.
MUST see' Great value,
4br, 2'4 bath country lake
area home with 18 acres &
barn/ shop, $84,900 Call
Carol, Kopperud Realty
753-1222
SOOTHING lake view,
waterfront, 3br, 2ba plus
gameroom. First time offered at this price,
$139,921. 753-1492, ask
for James

1 MILE FROM MURRAY
84 Acres, commercial or
residential on Hwy 94E &
Knight Rd, city water
Purchase all or choose lot
size. Priced to sell,
753-3734 or 759-4851 before 5pm.
2 LOTS with 24'x30' garage, & electric service, located in Preston Heights,
500 feet from city limits. All
underground city utilities,
$24,900. 753-2339
3 HUGE corner lots in Preston Heights, 500 feet from
city limits. All underground
city utilities. 753-2339

CUSTOM built home Mar
tin Heights 3br, 2h baths
All amenities to make living
and entertaining easy Call
753-3903 for appointment
FOR SALE 'Newly vinyl
soled 3br, 1 bath home in
country on 1.4 to 2 acre lot
Great first time home opportunity. New deck, large
living room, kitchen, ublityroom & outbuildings 3
Miles east of Dexter Call
753-6695, 8am-3pm
437-4549, 3pm-9pm
$40,000

Don't put it
in the attic,
garage or
basement

TWO custom building sites
in the country, 3 miles to
downtown Murray. Both 3+
acres, paved frontage road
Shared well. Restricted.
Owner finance possible.
Call 753-5231.

put it in the
Classifieds

d50

753-1916

Farms
For Ws
ACREAGE for sale 1-A to
275-A Owner financing
502-759-4713, 9am-5pm

1980 MAZDA RX 7.51200
762-0009
1981 TOYOTA Corolla EX,
very good condition cold
air, 5 spcl, am/fm, 1 owner
$1500 436-2964

1986 FORD Ranger,
4-wheel dr., ext cab. 30xxx
actual miles on motor. Very
good mechanical condition.
$4000 obo. 759-9988_
1989 FORD Ranger, 38xxx
actual miles, perfect condition Asking $4500 Call
Allen Alford, 436-2673
1990 CHEVROLET S-10
BLAZER 4x4- Red on grey,
Tahoe package loaded,
every option, 4 3 motor
Brand new inside and out
$6,500 00
Phone
502-875-4050 Dealer

Building quality homes at an affordable price. Free floor plan consulting and building estimates.

2BR, 1 bath vinyl home in
town, city utilities, central
gas heat. Asking $45,900
753-6812 after 530

We make a difference by being different!
Call today and see why your home should
be built with PRESTIW!

2BR home, approx 4 miles
from town on 1.3 acres
Recently redecorated
Great neighborhood,
759-9695.

753-5628 • Fax (502) 753-5494

2 STORY brick, 4br,
bath Quality construction,
$1.94,000 obo 759-2571,
435-4040, 435-4013
2YR Old home Open plan,
cathedral ceiling, 2br, 2
bath, front porch, quality
construction. Ph 759-2571

a '141 mu

3 BR 1 Bath 506 Vine St
CUTE $59,000 753-8734
or 559-4570

FOR SALE - NEW- READY FOR OCCUPANCY
3 BR, 2 BA, Great Room with cathedral
ceiling, 3 tray ceilings, whirlpool tub, loaded
with extras. 2208 Carol Drive, Preston
Heights. 759-4586.

3BR. 1 bath brick home
with carport, gas central
h/a Hazel 492-8185
home,
exceltown,
Appt

Red Brick Home, 1107 Fairlane Dr., 3 BR
with large closets, 2 tile bathrooms w/
cabinets, large living room & separate
den. Kitchen w/double oven, surface units, refrigerator & large cabinets. Laundry
space with wid, double garage w/automa tic door. Central gas heat & a/c. Large well
drained lot. Excellent neighborhood. Valuation by Professional Sales, $96,000.
Sale Price in the $90's, May be shown by
appointment Call 753-1220.

3BR, 3 bath brick in town
2340sq ft, 16x16 deck,
5x44 back porch 16x16
Block storage building,
$74,500 Call 753-8723 after 3pm for appointment

4 OR 5BR, 2 bath brick
home, 1 36 acre lot on Doran Road, $139,000
753-4547 or 753-2833

Services
Offered

1990 CHEVY Ext cab
Silverado, white swb 350
a/1 loaded excellent condibon Must sell $10,500
753-6885

A & A Lawn Care mowing CARPET Cleaning Special
hauling tree trimming $25 00 a Standard size
Free Estimates Mark room Free Seotchguarding
436 5791
Lamb
and
Deodorizing
436 2528
436 2654

1990 MAZDA B2200 p u
48xxx miles, new tires
435-4593

AFFORDABLE quality ser
vice you'll be proud of
Building remodeling vinyl
siding roofing decks, pew
ches fences and repairs
Specializing in custom
woodwork Free Estimates
759 4441

1993 TOYOTA pickup
front wheel drive, 4x4
48xxx miles $12,500
753-6105 after 5
1994 GMC ext cab
Leather interior, fully
loaded. -40xxx miles.
$17,000 502-653-3775
'81 FORD 302 auto Good
work truck 753 5258

1985 SEARAY, 270 Sundancer, $30,000 753-9562
or 753-4301
1996 DONZI 275 LXC
(29'3" overall) midberth
cruisers, loaded, 20K in options, Reg $59,990, Now
$49,990 BEAR CREEK
BOAT
WERKS
800-354-9501
2 KAWASAKI 550 Jet Skis
& factory trailer Many extras Excellent condition
Must sell' $2500
753-6885
36FT Gibson newly redecorated, 440 Chrysler engine, $16,300 753-9826

'96 KAWASAKI 750 jet ski
Includes trailer, cover and
life Jacket Less than 15
hours ride time $7000 Call
753-9864 or 395-5032 Ask
for Jeff or leave a message
CELEBRITY Boats
18-31, most in stock now
and available with early
season discounts at BEAR
CREEK BOAT WERKS
800-354-9501
PONTOON BOATS 1
1995 remains at dealers
cost 24FT 96's also in
stock BEAR CREEK
BOAT
WERKS
800 354 9501
TIGERSHARK personal
watercraft limited 1995-s
available at huge discounts BEAR CREEK
BOAT
WERKS
800-354 9501

CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sizes for
motor home boats RVs
and etc Excellent protection high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 759-4664

CLEANING yards barns,
sheds attics garages
ALL arkn5,1 hauling Junk Hauling Free estimates
clean up, cleaning out Luke Lamb 436 5950
sheds gutters tree work
Free estimates Joe Lamb COUNTERTOPS custom
Homes trailers offices
436-2867
Wulff s Recovery Murray
ALL carpentry 15yrs exp
436 5560
foundations slabs, sidew
_elks., driveways. buildings-, CUSTOM BUILT wooden
remodeling repairs AGC docks & fencing Excellent
workmanship Affordable
certified 489 2214
rates 753 7860
ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhae work septic syswoodworking 753 8056
tems,354-8161 after 4pm,
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Horace Sholar
Kenmore Westinglitpuse
CUSTOM tilling grader
Whirlpool 30. years ex
BOBBY blade work, bushhogging
perience
Gerald Carroll owner
HOPPER 436 5848
502 492 6159
APPLIANCE 1:IPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major DAVID S Cleaning Sermanufacturers All work vices -Cleaning" vinyl sidand parts warranted Ask ing homes, mobile homes
for Andy at The Appliance boats brick driveways
parking lots all exterior
Works, 753-2455
cleaning acid cleaning
BACKHOE ,SERVICE
available David Borders
BRENT ALLEN septic tank Insured Completely Moinstallation, repair, replaee- - bile- Phone 502-759-4734
ment 759 1515
Cellular 502 853-1108
BACKHOE Service ROY
HILL Septic system drive
ways hauling foundations
etc 759-4664
BOB'S Plumbing Service
All work guaranteed Free
estimates 753 1134
BUSHHOGGING finish
mowing & trimming garden
and yard tilling 492-8530
BUSHHOGGING Grader
blade work (driveways
yards etc) Yard mowing &
trimming Free estimates
Call Gary 753 0912

•

DRYWALL finishing repairs additions and blow
wig ceilings 753-4761
FOUR Star Mobile Home
parts & service Everlock
vinyl underpining lifetime
warranty, tan beige white
grey 492 8488
HANDYWORK/odd lobs
wanted No lob too small
Just give us a call
759 1184
KITCHEN CABINET REFACING Make your old
new again with Formica All
colors free estimates
Wulff s Recovery. Murray
KY 436 5560

MURRAY BD
OIL CHANGE SPECIAL

°1699

qoi•

(mos: cars & 'grit trucks)

1200 S. 12th St. • 502-753-0066

HALEY'S
UglyPuck
CiTA Rental and Sales
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
"Don't Let The Name Fool You"
112 So. 12th Murray, KY 42071

Phone: 753-6910
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

GET

AUTO CREDIT

Been Turned Down Before?
Bad Credit • No Credit
Bankruptcy • Divorce

GET A NEW START

6 MAN Raft with trolling
motor, charger, foot pump
& oars 762-0058

Prestige Homes

3 OR 4BR 3 bath house in
Lynn Grove area Call
435-4318

CLASSIFIED

1979 CUTLASS Supreme
burgandy, new white vinyl
top 26xxx miles w/new red
velvet seats wheels, alc,
cooling system, battery &
paint, extra good tires 305
Chevy engine, 350 turbo
transmission Tucker Auto
Parts built engine Can be
seen in back of Northwinds
Trailer Park Lota28, N
16th $2500 753-5294

1984 THUNDERBIRD, 1
owner, 66xxx miles Out '86 CUSTOM Deluxe
standing and original condi- Chevy pickup long bed,2o n , $3500 753-3704, tanks, no rust air, $1200
1601 Loch Lomond Will 753-8117 after 6pm
guarantee
'89 CHEVY Silverado ext
1989 FORD Taurus wagon
cab 753-4633 leave
$3,000 obo 507 S 6th St
message
GATESBOROUGH, 4br, 4 753-6147
'94 DODGE SLT Ram
bath, 2 story, 41004 sq h. 1992 CHEVY Corsica, 753-8101 please leave
Lots of extras, Walnut ca- 68xxx miles, white w/red message
binets, Conan baths, interior, excellent condi95 CHEVY ZR2 PACKdecks, gazebo, sprinkler tion 753-1064
AGE,(full size truck frame
system, large game room,
753-5940, 1992 CHEVY Camaro V8, 8 running gear. Limited
study
35xxx miles, 1 owner Like Edition) Ext cab. black,
436-5946
4x4, 21xxx miles Good
new 759-1856
HOUSE in need of family 4
condition, $17,800 Call
br, 1 bath, breezeway, at- 1992 MAXIMA, loaded, 759-5661 after 6pm, or
tached garage Large electric sunroof, great con- leave message
fenced in yard $69K. dition 759-2366
753-9369
sin
1994 GRAND Prix SE
x x miles,
LOTS of - windows AO
Campers
rolling hillside or lake. From $12,500 753-2519
inside balcony view the out1990 DUTCHMEN trailer,
side or the Irving area with 1994 Mazda 626 Low
30ft, awning at, selfdining and living area with miles All power, moonroof
contained Excellent condifireplace. Decorator up- White 753-1078
tion, $7900 753-4882
deck,
grades, large view
CONVERTIBLE, 1985
1991 PROWLER 5th wheel
muted tone decor. Call
Dodge 600, great condition
w/Irving room slide-out All
Century 21. 753-1492 ask
motor & body, new top.
the extras Excellent cond,
for Rebecca.
Priced to sell Call
at Murray Bait, 94E, 14
753-9417.
753-1790
or
MUST see' Great value,
miles. $12,900 759-1987
4br, 24 'bath country lake
CORVETTES 1953-1982- or 436-2065.
area home with 18 acres &
Over 1501 One locaboni 30FT Airstream
camper,
barn/ shop, $84,900 Call
catalog'
Free
$3500 Will trade for used
Carol, Kopperud Realty
Fax
419-592-5086,
pickup or van
753-1222
Call
419-592-4242 PROTEAM,
489-6078
Box 606, Napoleon, Ohio
REDUCED $5,000. 4BR,
43545 Corvettes wanted' FOR Sale 1969 Vacation 2+ baths, 2 acres, Country
proteam at air 15ft single axle camping
E-mail
farmhouse 3000so ft. New
trailer -Enclosed toilet,
bright net
heat pump/ ac, $93,500.
holding tank, LP gas heat,
Owner/ Agent. 489-2207.
cooking Convertable table
495
bed/fold down bunk Sink
SOUTHWEST Villa Subdiand water tank. 120vac./LP
vision, 4br plus 3 baths,
Vans
refrigerator $600 Call
less than 1yr old 753-3167
1992 FORD Aerostar. Must 759-1119
sell, outstanding condition.
d70
753-0717
520
Boats
Motorcycles
1993 DODGE Caravan SE,
& Motors
48xxx miles, exceptionally
dean, excellent mechani1982 185-S Honda ATV
17F T Astroglass bass boat,
cal. Fully loaded, dark tint_
Good condition 492-8554
V6 Black Max, loaded
After
market
addons,
askafter 7 p m
Must sell, $2800 16FT Poing $12,950. 436-2669 aflarKraft, 35hp Johnson
1994 HONDA XR 650, dual ter 5pm
Fishing converts to Duck
purpose, 4xxx miles,
hunting with blind, $2000
$3800. 753-8061.
435-4561
HONDA V-65 Sabre
17FT Bass boat, trailer, 115
1100cc, mint condition, fairMercury motor, 2 depth fining, shaft drive, water 1974 JEEP CJ-5, 258 6cyl
ders, 3sp trolling motor, 2
cooled, 9xxx miles
low mileage. Excellent con
batteries, $2,000
435-4129
dition Call 753-0727 o
474-8189
SUMMERTIME Fun' 1995 753-9401
Honda Nighthawk, 1500 1978 FORD truck and 20ft 1982 16FT PolarKraft, extra wide wiice runner, 25hp
miles, red Must sell, $2100 camper for sale cheap
Suzuki motor. 437-4959
obo 489-2405 after 5
762-0058

SOUTHWEST Villa Subdivision, ready to build
753-3167

3BR, 2 bath, older
fenced yard. deck,
lent location in
$72,500 Call for
759-1968

530
Used
Trucks

1-800-511-0715
NO CREDIT
APPLICATION REFUSED:
INSTANT CREDIT
AVAILABLE!

Reestablish Your Credit

1995 Olds Cutlass Ciera

$10,900

Red, pwr. windows, pwr. locks, pwr. mirrors,
pwr. recliners, tilt, cruise, cassette.
Stock #X5079

1995 Olds Cutlass Ciera

$10,900

Lt. Blue: pwr. windows, pwr. locks, pwr.
mirrors, pwr. recliners, tilt, cruise, cassette.
Stock #X5078

1992 GMC Jimmy SLE 4x4.. $13,900
Pwr, windows, pwr. locks, tilt, cruise., cassette. Stock #X6019A

1996 Olds Eighty Eight .........

$18,900

Pwr, windows, pwr. locks, tilt, cruise.
Stock #X6052
Al Al A TREE SERVICE
stump removal tree spraying, hedge trimming landscaping, mulch hauling &
mulch spreading gutter
cleaning Licensed & insured, Full line of equip
merit, Free estimates Tim
Lamb
436-5744,
1-800-548-5262.

A 1 Tree professionals
Stump removal tree
ing serving Murray, Galloway County since 1980
Free estimates 437-3044
or 492-8737

1994 Mercury Topaz GS

$9,900

PAT, windows, pwr. locks, pwr. mirrors, tilt,
cruise, cassette.

1992 Pontiac Grand Prix

r

$8,900

Pwr. windows, pwr. locks, tilt, cruisc,
cassette.

1995 Nissan Altima GXE

$13,900

Pwr, windows, pwr. locks, pwr. mirrors, tilt,
cruise, cassette.

Purdom Motors, Inc.

•

1300 121 Bypass Murray, Ky. 753-5315
41
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

oro

very
530

%Mese
Offered

531)

Services
Offered
•••••—

mb Brothers

Tree Service

A

502-436-5744
IL-S00-5.48-5.216.2

Free Esterherer LICMED & DisSURED
Tree Trimming
24 Hr Service
rulltd & operated
Tree Removal
Gutter Chianing
'
&
Stump Remota,
Mulch Hawks,
BY
Cleanup Service
Landscaping
TLM LAMB
Light Hauling Etc-Hodge Trimming
Full Lane of
• t.hi.,1ou, ....FAO,:
Tree Spraying
EgUlPfMM
.

el

MOODY S mower repair
Pickup & delivery
753-5668

502-759-9672
630 N 41.11 St (Neat to 1...A4ter Plaster • 51,a-ray
A DIVISION OF SOL11IFRN WALL SYSTI %IS INC

I,

I
ATTENTION 1

Plumbing

— Licensed Mastir Plumber
Free Estimates
New Construction - Repair 'Water Heater Replacement

PAINTING, interior, exterior Roofing, home repairs.
Free estimates. 436-5032.
•anytime

436-2667 I
ii

PLUMBING Repair All
types plumbing repair
Reasonable rates,
502-437-4545

pingis. Kr
'

II••••

k-

HERNDON'S HEATING & COOLING
We Service All Makes & Models
Call 4M-6066
Heating & Air. Conditioning
Gas Piping • New Systems & Change-Outs
Serving Murray it Calloway Co.
Fully Licensed it Insured • 10 Years Experience
Joel Herndon
4125 Mill Creek Road

498-8980

Crossland

EASTSIDE

20 Lb.
Propane Fill
01 BP
1 hi, Uoupon
a

Painting Contractors

k

VI --No job too large or too small-. I
Residential Sandblasting
Lcensed & Insured
Corrrnercial Spray Painting
Industria:
Pressure Washing

1-800-636-5262

CONCRETE
REPAIR
•

Miror Sheetrock Repair
Mildew Sidrig

FREE ESTIMATES

Cracks Sealed Permanently
10 Year Warranty
Driveways Walkways
Patios I Parking Lots
Expansion Joints Installed

Lyndon Johnson was president,
the Ford Mustang was the hot new
car, the Beatles were beginning
their reign as the kings of pop music
and Ray Newsome began his career
as a letter carrier for the Murray Post
Office. It was July 2, 1966.
After three decades of service to
the people of Murray., Newsome
decided to retire 30 years to the day,
ending a career that has spanned
some of the most remarkable happenings in this century.
Ray has served with six postmasters and has observed the transformation of the post office from the
old federal agency to the current
quasi-governmental agency of today, which was established 25 years
ago on July 1, 1971.
During his career, Newsome has
been bitten 65 times by dogs, endured the freezing rain of 30 winters, been threatened with death
because a drunk man didn't get a
welfare check and startled by a
nearly nude female customer whose
neighbor had just called and said she
would be "right over for coffee."
"I wouldn't change anything,"
Newsome said. "I have really enjoyed all of the customers on the
.routesEve served,especially thelast
15 and a half years on the city route
10 in the Gatesboro area of town."
When asked the most remarkable
thing he had observed while serving
his routes, Newsome responded,
"believe it or not, when I was
working out of the old post office at
4th and Maple Streets, I was delivering mail in the 300 block of North
8th Streetone spring when a squirrel
literally fell out of a tree and hit me
in the head.
"The remarkable thing, though,
was that another squirrel came
down out of the same tree and
dragged the wounded or dead squirrel back up the tree. I had never seen

'Berle. figure skater kristi Yaniaguchi. singet Christine AlcVre.
hi'lain st korge Washington Cars er.
ARIES i 'March 21 -April 19):
1-800-700-9464 Curh a tendent. to NplUITe
Free Estimates —
A fnisiness- matter requi fe,S
ne
References
careful intention to detail. seek ;,-1
professional opinion. Spend some
\
time on independent pursuits hefore
retinitin. \kith our mate. Serving Western Kentucky
•I \I RI S \pril 241-Ma5 2(I): A
;r .• rid or relatise could
WELDING
Portable
stickes MIG hell arc, braz- become a hit tiresome. Be careful
ing Mild stee4e, stainless. about lel tnquishing control oser
yoin' household. Find i V.4:15 to turn
aluminum and cast iron
Call David at 436 5638
dowU an imitation viehout hurting.
WOOD VCR repairing Ihc I •
(,1-. \II \ \la 5- 21-June 20):
VCR s camcorders microwaves Mon-Frig-12 1 5 Courage help. \ ou stand -up to-1 a
Free estimates Visa MC hulk or scold. \i 'ork conditions are
accepted 753-0530
irnpro\ ine. %lake certain c.o•
welsers share the credit tor a. sta..esstul team elton.
•
CANCER 1June 21 -Jul‘ 22
Sharing 111.1r positive leelings sc ult
FREE kittens dewormed, to \sorker: will gke them a lilt! A
house trained 436-2510
hriet romantic !ling _may bring situ
more- than you bargained for. An
emi)tional ret real ss ill he difficult to
e \plain. LEO 1E115 23-Aug. 22i. You
Iii w learn new skills trine 'iii net

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

• Drop by and see our showroom
5,.i•43
MuRRaw 11361).nd Bunny Eltikad[

751-5140

• 11
▪ . .\11•""MIC.1°M.bs
'
---'411%

HELLO TO GOOD BUYS

In The Classifieds

Columbus discovered Venezuela on his third voyage in 1498. A
subsequent Spanish explorer gave the country its name, meaning
"Little Venice."

* Special Games
Double Bingo Pays
60%, 75% and 90%

* 91000 Letter H (30 calls or Was)

$500 Jackpot Every Wask

WAREHOUSE TIRE
400 Industrial Rd. • Murray • 753-1111

RAY NEWSOME
anything like that and I felt that my
observation could have probably
lead to some deep moral meaning,
but I never figured it out."
When asked what advice he
would give to young people just
beginning their careers, he said,"be
dedicated to their profession and
committed to their company or
organization and the customers they
serve before they get started and
_resolve 19 do the best job they can
'eVery day: When you -give 100
percent effort to the career you've
chosen, you'll find that youll be
happy in the field of your choice."

Customed Designed...
• Business Cards • Stationery
• Letterheads • Etc.
— In Color or Black & White —

502-753-7702
101 Airport Rd. • Murray • Tommy Cunningham, Designer

BETTER BUILT GARAGE CO.
Owner, DWAIN

MELBER, KY. • (502) 674-5530

A gorilla's arms are longer
than its legs.

sive results. People in authority
ack.nowledge your managerial talents. An -older individual will help
you cut through NO tape.
LIBRA (Sept, 23--Oct. 22)::Not
good day to start new projects or
rely on your partner. Meeting a challenge head-on will build your selfConfidence. Go head- and make
quick decisions: your -intuition is
'right on target!
SCORPIO Oct.
23-Nov. 2)1:
Others applaud your ability to get
the job done. Hoever,
w
they may
not be as willing to put in o .ertime. •
It is time you showed more initialise. Those in charge will rewaid
your efforts.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
Work at a steady pace, even if
you are doing someone a favor.
'
Your romantic partner will understand if you must temporarily curtail
your socialiting.
•
- CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
19): Friends may- overstay their welcome. Plan on handling things yourself at work. You could find a way'
to rejuvenate your -love life. Postpone putting a home on the market
until real estate prices rise.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
A financial venture gets the green
light. Funds are available for a loan.
Business negotiations will proceed
on:schedule..Do not let an initial
success slip away.
• -PISCES(Feb. 19-March 201:
Behind-the-scenes events will have
a profound effect on your finances
or career. Others are pulling strings
on 'our,behalf . Be prepared -to repay
favors.

lake a drive
to Lone Oak
r1
11‘‘‘
15A1
Son
In the Marketplace Shoppinp Center in I one Oar.

vou respect and admire. Recycling a
previous project ciluld lead to handsonic profits. Higher-ups will promote original thinkers.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. ...
121: A
re' iew of ..orir l5Ork •1111‘1 ,, irlipres-

GLEN ELLEN
White Zinfandel

7.99

Great Summer Gifts...

1.5 Itr.

'Sunflower Picture Frames •Throws & Candles
•Magnolia Baskets
of All Kinds

Turning Leaf

HOLLAND DRUGS
Bob Dunn, R.
Ph.

to Calloway County Fairgrounds)

Open Mon Fn 7-5. Sat 7 Noon

The are wise hesond their years hut could rebel if they feel stifled. Count
on these cle\ er Canceriatis to he '.er y practical in business. They will have
s% CI - tIC rl ICJ set of priimlies. Liicleirage them to develop more tolerance for
othea people•siinbles. Their -chances tor romantic happiness will be muuh•
greater it the curb a tenctency,to be oserts•demanding.

_CELEBRITIES BORN ON
- THIS DAY: comedy great Milton

New Location - 121 North
(Next

FREE COMPUTER BALANCING

TI1DAY'S CHILDREN are capable. observant and dedicated. Let them
make as rnan.s choices its possible for lhemsekes during their teen years.

still SityT0elset!• Being in
the right place althe right time comes
easy . se diplomacy and eompronli•-.e ti i sLIbilite IOUCh-alld-.!.;0 relationship. Childcare help will reduce
r;trental lenskin. Count on the Ii nani,tl picture to brighten considerabl
once I wt7 gets underw as. Seek an
espert's ads KC befOri: making new,
ins estments. Ret use to .all-osv
demanding romantic partner to dictate how sou, should interact 55 kb
other,. Be true to 5" our own Values.

Early Bird Bingo 6:30 p m.
Regular Bingo 7:00 p.m.

Great Tires * Great Selection * Great Price

!cane Dixon horoscope, based on your own
.date ot birth. call I -9(111-9SS-77XX. Your phone •company will bill. you '99
cents d MInnte.1

'illi..ii eer

BalaN•G•0

PERFORMANCE YOU
CAN COUNT ON!

FRIDA1'..R.IN 12.1996 • •
• I-or sour personallied dail

Ft APPI" BIRTHDAY! IN THE
NI- \- 1 - YEAR OF 1'01:R LIFE:

ig t

* Air Conditioned - Accommodations for
Smokers and Non-Smokers
Sponsored by Murray Shrine CLub

HOROSCOPES

ion

0

Say

WALLPAPER Hanging
Quality workmanship 25
years experience FREE
Estimates James McFarlane 759-9750

WALTER'S Contracting,
Gerald Walters -owner.
Vinyl siding, painting,
decks, additions, roofing,
20yrs experience, free estimates 753-2592

Quality Work at Reasonable Prices

Painting Contractors

R & R ELECTRIC Mobile
home hookup, new construction, rewiring, trouble
shooting & repairs Free
estimates fast service Call
anytime
Murray,
762-0001

THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters variety
of colors Licensed insured Estimate available
759-4690

1% SIII.Oli

•

ROOFING and painting, interior, exterior, etc 25yrs
experience 10% Discount
Senior Citizens Mowing &
Yard Maintenance
474-0107

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free estimates Day or night,
753-5484

OFF

Gary Crass
Owner

PLUMBING repairs, fast
service. 436-5255.

SEAMLESS gutters in• stalled, residential or commexcial Servall Gutter Co
753-6433

$100

119 Main Street
Murray, KY 42071

NEED a Carpenter/ Call
753-2627 Will do all types
of work Specialize in flooring, decks, porches, handrails garages, other odd
fobs
OWENS Corning 20yr
guarantee shingles New
roof. reroof tear offs Norton Construction, Buchanatl. TN- 901-6444:2948

Contractor or Home Builders

I i 117176e

LAMB'S Painting and Contractors No job too large of
Residential
small
Sandblasting- Spray Painting 1-800-636-5262

LICENSED for electric and
gas 753 7203

• Kitchen Cabinets & Vanities
• Office Furniture & Entertainment Centers
• Solid Surface Counter Tops

, 1

LAMB Brother Home Im
provements remodeling,
additions roofing, siding
tree estimates 436-2269

LEWIS EXTERIOR
CLEANING. House, mobile homes, brick & vinyl
Buildings RV's, sidewalks
Free estimates 753-6490

Build To

1

LAMB Bros Home Exter
iors Vinyl siding. replacement windows. roofing &
Niter repaw Reliable, test
service locensed & Insured Free Estimates
436-5950

LEES CARPET CLEANING. 25yrs Experience.
Free estimates. 753-5827

Custom
CABINETS
G
6 WOODWYourORKIN
Specifications'

Ir..'
I

Carrier retires
after 30 years

Swains
Wend

ri ay

hardonna i infandel
Pinot Nor,

109 S. 4th St.

One of the best "cures" for

17

painful- sunburn IS to climb into a
bath after adding some cornstarch

5199

75ornl

1
1 5=SE=

to the water.

WARREN

CHECK THESE
FEATURES:
A. 4" concrete floor
reinforced with
wire mesh
B 12" footing
C Polyurethane
under concrete
ID. Anchor bolts
in concrete
E Treated
bottom plates
F. *1 studs, 16' 0.0
G 7' Blandex
undersiding
H Masonite, wood or vinyl siding

Completely Erected, Including Concrete Floors
Not Pre Fab Carpenter Built All Quality Materials
I Self-supporting 2x6
trusted ratters 2 II
C

plywond
decking
K Seal down shingles
L Overhang covered
M Overhead steel
door
N. Steel service door
0. 2x4 fascia
aluminum covered
P 2x10 headers
O 4x4 raised curb
J

We offer you: FREE Estimates. Refeiences and Location of
Garages In Your Area and written Warranty.

Deluxe
1
CAR (12x20)
2 CAR (18x20)
LARGE 2 CAR (22x22)
2',2 CAR (24x24)
LARGE 2' 2 CAR (24x30)

$3,525
44,325
54.625
44,825
$5,425

PLUS OFF LEVEL LOT

1 1", CAR (12x20)
2 CAR (18x20)
LARGE 2 CAR (22x22)
2'ti CAR (24x24)
LARGE 2,+2 CAR (24x30)

YOUR SATISFACTION IS OUR GOAL

GOSPEL MEETING Hickory Grove
Church of Christ
July 14-19
Speaker: Robert Taylor Jr.

Ripley Tennessee
Sunday Morning
Bible Classes: -9:00 a.m.
Worship: 10:00 a.m.
All Evening Services: 7:30 p.m.

•-• Everyone Welcome 0KENTUCKY
FARM BUREAU
INSURA1VCE
•
*City & County
Coverage
*Farm Owner
*Home Owner
*Auto
*Life *Blue Cross
*Retirement
*Business
'Lon, Term Care
Agency Manager. Ray T. Broach: Agent, Bob Cornelloon

7534703

310 South 4th St.
Murray, Ky.

e-••

iserwieiweessenwre
• .
'

I•

401,025
44,725
45,125
$5,225
45,925

-

••"
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TODAY IN HISTORY

LOOKING BACK
Ten years ago

Nook

ice

1E

111

••

igner

Thirty years ago

Kentucky Governor Martha
Layne Collins toured the National
Scouting Museum, spoke at the
noon meeting of Murray Rotary
Club, and toured the city's
industrial sites on July 10.
Mrs. Jessie Gower Herndon
will celebrate her 90th birthday
July 13.
Births reported include a girl to
Stephanie and Michael Watkins,
July 7; a boy to Cresti and Barry
Harrison, a boy to Cynthia and
Billy Sizemore, and a boy to
Tammy and David Stom, July 9. _
Pictured are members of Calloway County High School Class of
1976 at their 10-year reunion at
-Executive Inn,- Paducah.
Twenty years ago

Kathie Broach, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Ray Broach, was
crowned as 1976 MurtayCalloway County Jaycee Fair
Queen at the pageant, sponsored
by Sigma Department of Murray
Woman's Club. First runnerup
was Karen Allbritten, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie Allbritten,
and second runnerup was Lisa
McReynolds, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Harold McReynolds.
The Rev. Charles Moffett has
resigned as pastor of First Presbyterian Church after eight years
.will now -.
.serwice- here_
become pastor of First United
Presbyterian Church, Camfield,
Ohio.
Gordon Smith of Gadsden,
Ala., was speaker at a gospel
meeting at Coldwater Church of
Christ, July 4-9.

Murray State University Summer Concert Band, directed by
Prof. Paul W. Shahan, will present an open air concert in front
of Fine Arts building on July 13.
James T. Thompson, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Pat Thompson, will
receive his Doctor of Philosophy
degree from University of Kentucky in August. He has accepted
a position at Illinois State Normal
University, Normal, Ill.
The Rev. Martin Mattingly,
pastor of St. Leo's Catholic
Church, spoke about "Alcoholism" at a meeting of Murray Rotary Club at Murray Woman's
Club House. He was introduced
by Harry Fenton.
Forty years ago

The Ford Motor Company has
purchased about four acres of
land near Puryear, Tenn., in order
to obtain sand for use in Ford's
new automobile glass factory at
Nashville, Tenn.
The local Babe Ruth Baseball
Team will be host to the Western
Division of Babe Ruth State
Tournament July 23, 24 and 25 at
Murray High School Diamond,
according to Allen Rose, president of Murray Baseball
Association.. _ .
'
Rebecca Devine, a member of
Captain Wendell Oury Chapter of
Daughters of American Revolution, Murray, has been appointed
chairman of Transportation and
Traffic Safety Committee of the
Kentucky DAR.

By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, July 11, the 193rd day of 1996. There are 173
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On July 11, 1804, Vice President Aaron Burr mortally wounded former Treasury Secretary Alexander Hamilton in a pistol duel near
Weehawken, N.J.
On this date:
In 1533, Pope Clement VII excommunicated England's King Henry
VIII.
In 1767, John Quincy Adams, the sixth president of the United
States, was born in Braintree, Mass.
In 1798, the U.S. Marine Corps was created by an act of Congress.
In 1864, Confederate forces led by Gen. Juba! Early began an abortive invasion of Washington DC., turning back the next day.
In 1934, President Roosevelt became the first chief executive to
travel through the Panama Canal while in office.
In 1952, the Republican National Convention, meeting in Chicago,
nominated Dwight D. Eisenhower for_president and Richard M. Nixon
for vice president.
In 1955, the U.S. Air Force Academy was dedicated at Lowry Air
Base in Colorado.
In 1977, the Medal of Freedom was awarded posthumously to the
Rev. Martin Luther King Jr. in a White House ceremony.
In 1978, 216 people were killed when a tanker truck overfilled with
propylene gas exploded on a coastal highway south of Tarragona,
Spain.
In 1979, the abandoned U.S. space station Skylab made a spectacular return to Earth, burning up in the atmosphere and showering debris
over the Indian Ocean and Australia.
In 1985, Nolan Ryan of the Houston Astros became the first pitcher
in Major League Baseball to strike out 4,000 batters as he fanned
Danny Heep of the New York Mets.
Ten years ago: An Air Force plane crashed in Sequoia National
Forest in California. Officials revealed little, but experts speculated
the plane was a radar-evading stealth fighter,-a-plane whose existence
'had yet to - be "offitialty
Five years ago: A solar eclipse cast a blanket of darkness stretching
9,000 miles from Hawaii to South America, lasting nearly seven
minutes in some places. A Nigerian Airlines jet carrying Muslimpilgrims crashed at the Jiddah, Saudi Arabia, international airport, killing
all 261 people on board.
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DEAR ABBY: I am a man who
by most people's 'standards would

A Delicate Refinement of Play

WE DON'T NO OMELETTES, NO
WANT THE SEAFOODS,NO SALADS,
AND NO TURKEY,
USUAL
SUNDAY
HAM OR BEEF
BRUNCH
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LONG
ISLAND
LADIES: Children are not
miniature adults; their bodies
are developing and they
respond to medication differently than do adults. Children
should never be given alcohol
or any medication unless prescribed by a pediatrician.
Grandma needs to be educated before she is entrusted with
a.24"aar-o1d: Tell her that unless
she changes her mind, you will
feel compelled to inform the
child's parents.
DEAR

CONTRACT BRIDGE

BLONDIE

covered

be considered normal. I ant art
DEAR ABBY We are a group of
anihitact in my late 40s and lead an
women who meet each week to play
average life, except for my hobby:
cards. Last week one women menbaton twirling.
tioned she had promised to baby-sit
I have been fascinated with
her 2-year-i4d grandson while her
son and dittieg4lt4-o•-in -law go away . baton twirling since I was a boy. I
• never ba)k it up, however, for fear of for the weekend.
appearing effeminate. Now that
She indicated she really wasn't
am a man and comfortable with nay
looking forward to caring for the
masculinity, I twirl in my home or
child, and that if he resisted her
back yard during my le.•isure
attempts to put him to sleep. she
moments. Abby. I cannot describe to
would -give him a little something"
you how much flak I have received
to make him sleep_ This woman's
about this.
husband is a dentist and they have
While baton twirling may he an
any number of drugs available to
unusual hobby, I don't see what is
them.
When. we expressed our sheick
so ‘Nrong with it. What do you
over what-she as planning to do. -think'? I am unashamed, and proud
she brushed us oft .ind. said it was
to print my name.
perfectly all right, because she and
MICHAEL DEIBELE.
her husband had done the same
PORTLAND,ORE.
t-bin-g
4-loor-o-wo (-41-tl4re-n-when
they were small.
DEAR MICHAEL: Baton
We are tempted It, (1(11 it the
twirling is an admirable feat. It
child's parents. Please help us
require perfect timing as well
decide what to do.
as nimble fingers. If you wore a
LON( e ISLAND
tall hat and had a marching
CANASTA LADIES
band behind you, no one would
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INFUSION!
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give it a second thought.
Besides, I would rather see men
twirling batons than Lurling
them. Enjoy yourself.
*0*

DEAR ABBY: For some time.
now, I have been meaning to write
to you about something that concerns me. I'm a catalog shopper and

I'm distressed tosee how many _diddren's items art" madeto be monogrammed for a small charge. It is
very tempting to put a child's name
on something, hut it is so dangerous
if the item is one that will be used
in public — either worn. carried or
played with.
With a child's name spelled out
for those who would wish to do the
child harm, it is all the more easy
for them to call the child by name
and thereby allay any fears the
child might have of strangers. After
all, if someone calls you by your
name, he or she must know you.
Please caution mothers, fathers,
aunts, uncles, grandparents and
gift-givers to refrain from putting
children's names on items they will
use in public. I think you will be
doing a great service to the safety of
children by doing so.
HCTTE K. STEWARD.
BRIDGEWATER, MASS.

and South took the ace, on which
West showed out.
NORTH
Declarer now held the 10-7-3 of
•75
trumps and East the 8-6. To avoid
QJ4
the loss of a trump trick. South led a
•A 8 5
low club to thejack and returned the
•K.J 9 8 3
four of hearts. East played the six,
WEST
EAST
gobbled up by the seven,and the ten
A Q92
46 10 8 6 4 3 then drew East's last trump.
DEAR BETTE STEWART:
V9
V K 86 5
Everything would have been fine
• K 10 2
• Q J 94
except that when declarer next I've had this warning in my col+10752
44
cashed the ace ofclubs, East showed umn several times, but one can•
SOUTH
out,and there was now no way to run not alert the public too often
•K J
dummy's club suit. So declarer led when the welfare of our children is concerned.
VA 10 7 3 2
the queen and overtook with the
•7 6 3
king in order to lead a spade.from
4A Q6
dummy.This proved to be of no avail
The bidding: • •
because West had the A-Q,andSouth
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
South ,West
North East
went down one.
1V
Pass
24
Pass
Yet, declarer should have made
DEAR DR. GOTT: What is Kawasak
34
Pass
3V
Pass
four hearts. He did not give himself
4,
the maximum chance for the con- syndrome?
DEAR READER: This unusual dis
Opening lead—queen ofdiamonds. tract. After the trump situation became exposed, he should have real- ease is often misdiagnosed because
The need for a delicate refine- ized that a 4-1 club break might its symptoms (unremitting •fever, red
ment in the play occasionally arises defeat him and taken measures to eyes and rash) resemble those cow
mon to many viral infections.
in bridge, and the mark of the mas- guard against that division.
The disorder, also known as muco
ter is that he recognizes these situInstead ofleading the six ofclubs
'cutaneous lymph node syndrome. cus
ations and takes whatever subtle to the jack at trick four, he should
tomarily affects children'. especially
steps may be necessary to safeguard have led the queen to the king.Then, those under 4 years of age.
his contract.
after picking up East's trumps, he
Kawasaki syndrome is marked by
South Was declarer in four hearts. would cash the ace of clubs. After spiking fevers that may exceed 1114
He won the diamond lead, played Eastshowed out,it would be a simple degrees, which cannot.be explained
the queen of hearts and finessed, matter to finesse against West's ten, by any other disease. Additional
West dropping the nine. He then led and South would have finished with symptoms include red eyes (conjunc
the jack. East covered with the king 11 tricks instead of nine.
tMtis or "pink-eye"), dry and.cracked
lips, a diffuse rash, swelling of the
Tomorrow: Bidding quiz.
palms and soles, and swollen lymph
glands.
In some cases, children develop
arthritis, lung infection, middle ear
infection, jaundice — and cardiac
inflammation that may lead to heart
Stylish
40
ACROSS
.attack. It is this last complication that
41 "—Haw"
is the most dreaded consequence.
43 TV's Ed
1 That man
Answer to Previous Puzzle
because Up to 25 percent of untreated
Norton
4 In front
cases will experience sudden death.
(inds.)
EMMA IMAG
9 — -a-tat
U LfflA
44 Babylonian
There is no definitive test for diag12 Mobile's St.
KELP CAAN EGO
deity
13 Confection
nosis. Rather, the pediatrician sus
STABBED
EGINIPT
45 Chief artery
14 — Network
.pects the disease and initiates treat
SL INKY REDS
47 "Less —
(cable)
ment with aspirin, after obtaining a
Zero"
15 Obtain
FIR
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cardiogram and cardiac ultrasound
50 Close friend
16 Liberate
MAE MADD I E HT
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examination. Experts also urge- using
17 Capital
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54
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letters
intravenous gamma globulin. The rea
character
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son why this antibody-rich blood prod
The
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55
Birds"
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uct helps patients with Kawasaki synthere
20 Rooney ID
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drome
is unclear.
SARA
"Caroline
in
56
21 Supposing
After the acute stage has passed
TAILS
HUSTLER
the City" star
that
usually about three weeks), the
57 — Wee
23 Silkworm
ANO CROW NEON
Herman
24 Baked —
aspirin is tapered and the child is
ESPY
MODE
MTN
58 Evaluated
28 Cover
monitored (by cardiac ultrasound i kin59 Sweet potato
7-11 1996 United Feature Syndicate
30 Reduction of
several more months.
resources
No one has discovered the cause 61
17 Angry
DOWN'
6 Paradise
32 Construction
the syndrome: no single culprit has
19 Helium 7 Epoch
beam
symbol
been identified. Although most children
1 Witch
8 Down (pref.)
(2 wds.)
20 Ginger —
9 "—, Don t
2 — de France
with the disorder recover completely,
34 Mr. DeLuise
Walk"
21 Poem by
3 Actor Dillon
35 Coup d' —
the disease may occasionally produce
Homer
4 To have
10 "— — lay
36 Acrobat
serious cardiac consequences. This is
"
sleeping
for
22
Thread
enough
39 Yalie
not a run-of-the-mill pediatric infection
24 Home for the
11 Make lace
5 With haste
DEAR DR. GOTT: You often advise
indigent
against long-term use of traditional
10 11
25 Location
8
9
1
2
3
4
6
7
5
26 Australian
sleep aids. Other than addiction. what .
tree-dweller
14
13
are some of the other side effects'?
UU
27 Prank
DEAR READER: Aside from being
12UU
29 Challenge
17
16
15
,.
habit-forming, most brands of sleep
31 Edible
ing pills will, over time, affect the
rootstock
18 19
20
brain, leading to a variety of symp
33 Out of bed
toms that commonly include dizzi37 Cool — —
27
24
21
22
23
cucumber
ness. drowsiness, lightheadedness.
38 Called
and problems with coordination.
31
42 Spielberg
Of more concern, however, is the
8U29
,
alien
32
33
35
significant number of patients who
45 "Cat on — —
experience amnesia and loss of memTin Roof
36
38
46 Partner
my. confusion, aggressiveness, agita
47 Cooking
37UUU
IU
tion. hallucinations, and depression
43
41
42
meas.
40UUUUU
In my opinion. prescription sleeping
48 Hasten
44
46
49 Chopping tool pills - regardless of brand -- should
be used.prudently, for short periods
50 Tea
45Ull
47 48 49
51 52 53
52 — culpa
50
only (nor exceeding a week), and
53 Viet —
under medical supervision.
55 Reverse
56
54
55
. _ To give you more information, I am - abbr.}
MI
sending. yoii a copy of my Health
57
Report "SleepWake Disorders,"'
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DEATHS
Mrs. Rosebud Darnall

William'eary Calhoun

Thc funeral for Mrs. Rosebud Darnall will be today at 2 p.m. in the
,hapel of Filbeck & Cann Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev. Roy Gib.on and the Rev. Tim Hodges will officiate. Burial will follow in
kson Starks Cemetery.
Ytt-s Darnall, 74, Benton, died Tuesday, July 9, 1996, at 5:45 a.m.
At Heritage Manor, Mayfield.
Sur,
.ivors include her husband, Garland (Stanley) Darnall; two
daughters, Mrs. Connie Prather, Mayfield, and Mrs. Judy Clark, Ben;.,n. one son, Mitchell Phillips, Benton; two brothers, Jack Thompson
‘1,1 Jerry Thompson, Benton; 10 grandchildren; nine greatildren.

Honor roll released
All As and Bs

Middle School has
the honor roll for the
nine weeks grading period

Steven Adcock, Jaleelah Al-Alou,
Layal Abell, Tracy Ballar, Laura Ben-

nett, Richard Blalock, Chris Byars.
Mallory Cathey, Eric Christensen,
Heather Collins, Edwin Coombs, Darcy
Crowley, Caitlin Daly, Crystal Dantes,
Laura Darnell, Stephanie Donnelly,
Amanda Ellis, Ashley Futrell, Walt
Garrison,
Zach Hampton, Susan Hart, Megan
Haverstock, Allysia Hood, Bryan Hopkins, D.J Hughes, Carla Kingins,
Boone Lane, David Lee, Elizabeth Miller, Delanda Olive, Brandy Quinn, Mallory Rudolph, Emily Runnels, Jared
Sammons, Mary Schneiderman,
Catherine Settle, Melissa Starlis -andMarshall Welch.

SIXTH GRADE
All As
•. Brown. Sean Clemson, Matt
• Zack Kingins, Shannon KipMcClain, Brittany Overby,
,:. arker. Megan Schell, Anna
.:•hael Swain, Chelsee Thomp-

•
,

Hollie West

7

vit=zwim

-

mock Market
Report

SEVENTH GRADE

All As
BriPn Blankenship, Becky Brown,
Rhea Flannery, Daniel Garfinkel, Alice
Hunt, Brandon Kellie, Heather Lanham, Irene Lee, Rebekah Travis, Erika

-roes as c1 9 AM
Price

Chg

Trenholm and Alissa Volp.

All As and Bs
Whitney Alexander, Nathan Beane,
Heather Blalock, Denise Brown. Constance Carter, Jenny Colson, Kevin
Cunningham, Lauren Daniel, Jenny
Davenport. Jonathan Duncan, Jill Farley, Christina Futrell, Julie Gibbs.
Drew Henry, • Laura Hoover,
Amanda Howard, -Annie Hutson,
John Kopperud, Kent McIntosh, Carl
Najdek. Joy Nolcox, Nick Pfannerstill,
Sarah Ouertermous, Amy Richerson,
Angela Rowlett, Maggie Sasso, Justin
Smith, Matt Sparks, Aubri Stroud, Emily Thomason, Candace Veach and
Mitch Woods.
EIGHTH GRADE
All As
Matt Clemson, Stephen Compton:
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All As and Bs
Sam Aguiar, Katherine Alcott, Lindsay Atkins, Brook Boggess, Lane Dennison, Caroline Gallagher, Tiffany
Goldhammer, Aaron Graves, Kim Harrington, Anna Himelick, Marty Hodge,
Scott Holbrook. Brittany Jackson, Lindsay Lawson, Peyton Mastera,
Andre McClure, Kelly Miles. Rachel
Morgan, Christopher Naulty, Derek
Pace, Jesse Radke, Chip Ray. Misty
Starks, Liz Stockard, Sara Grace
Strickland, John David. Thieke. Elizabeth Trawick, Emily Vance and Kristen Walle.
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Memorial services for Raymond B. Croll Jr. will be Friday at 7 p.m.
in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. John Hicks will
officiate.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 6 p.m. Friday.
. -Mr. Crall Jr.-, 80; flardin,:ctiN Strriday,-,Inty 7; 1996, at 5 p.m.-at
Oakview Manor Convalescent Center, Possum Trot.
Survivors include- his wife, Mrs. Juliet Croll; one stepson, Roger
Kolfage, Dearborn, Mich.; four stepgrandchildren; five stepgreatgrandchildren.

Patton to hold meeting
PADUCAH, Ky.(AP) — Gov.
Paul Patton and his cabinet secretaries will be in Paducah on Aug.
2 for a town meeting. at the
Executive Inn.
The tentative schedule calls for
a two-hour meeting at the Execu-

tive Inn. Patton will make opening remarks and then field questions from the audience.
Local residents also will have a
chance to meet one-on-one with
Patton and his cabinet secretaries
to discuss specific problems or
make suggestions for improving
government services.
The Paducah Area Chamber of
Commerce is helping coordinate
the event.
To the 80 million of you
who volunteered time and
money last year, thanks
for all you've given
Imagine what more could
do Call 1-800-55-GIVE 5
It's what in the world
you can do
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Weed & Grass Killer

Bath Vanity

BUDGET BARN
8 x 8
64 sq.

8x 12
8 lc 16
96 sq. ft. 128 sq. ft.

_
selbe rightIltinenfli:eyour-hafreaTtierdbilirs. we want your
Ch-ciomoney to grow...and to be there when you need it. At Peoples First you're
assured orgetting the most from your money because:
• There are no maintenance fees for any Peoples First Savings
or CD products.
• Deposits are federally insured up to $100.000.
• You can rely on friendly, experienced Peoples First
Customer Service Representatives to help you select the
account that is right for you.

CD Term

Annual
Percentage Yield

Minimum
Balance

5.34%

9 Month
12 Month

5.88%

$500
. $500

I S Month

6.20',

$500

24 month

6.30%

$500

30 Month

6.40%

$500

3 Year

6.45%

$500

A penalty will be imposed for early withdrawal.
The annual percentage yields are accurate July 11-15.1996. CD minimu m balances are
required to open accounts and obtain the annual percentage yields. For more
information cell 1-800.926-120!-

PRIME INVESTMENT ACCOUNT
4.85%*APY
$20,000
Minimum Balance

5.38%*APY
$50,000 •
Minimum Balance

The Price investment Account annual percentage yields are accurate as of July 9, 1996
nd may change after the amount is opened The APY is 2.53% with a rrunimum
balance lem than 120,000. The minimum balance is required to obtain the annual
percentage yield. Prune Investment Account fees tray reduce earnings.
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The Murray Ledger & Times
will continue to publish a paper
Monday through Saturday.
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FREE 100 Mile
Delivery & Set Up
Single 4' wide door

Life Insurance Society
Home Office: Omaha, Nebraska

Monday-Friday
7:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Closed Saturdays
,

As Low As

Roundup•Ready To Use
V2 Gal

Woodmen

of the World

Effective JOT 15, 1996
Murray Ledger & Times
Business Office

M.tam

1099c

Jams D. Parker
Woodman Bldg.
3rd & Maple, Murray
753-8546

NEW HOURS

Thru July 16, 1996

Buy 1
Get'1

FOR LIFE INSURANCE

Paoples First

.12
Jason Shelby of Murray is the recipient of a University Scholarship and
a Western Kentucky Academic Bowl
Scholarship from Murray State University. The University Scholarship
Is renewable for up .to four years
provided specific academic requirements are met University Scholars
are eligible to participate In the
prestigious Honors Program at Murray Slate. Shelby is a 1996 graduate
of Murray High School and plans to
major in physics. He is the son of
Wesley Kenneth and Robbie Lynn
Shelby. While In high school he was
a member of the marching band,
academic team and the Spanish
Club. He was also a National Merit
Semi-Finalist

WOODMEN'S FREE
NEEDS ANALYSIS

CURRENT INVESTMENT RATES

Raymond B. Croll Jr.
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William Gary Calhoun, 63, Cadiz, died Wednesday, July 10, 1996,
at 3:55 a.m. at Saint Thomas Hospital, Nashville, Tenn. His death followed a long illness.
A retired retail merchant, he had .also been employed with Johnson
Controls, Inc., as a security guard for 15 years. Born Jan. 28, 1933, at
Golden Pond, he was the son of the late Alfred A. Calhoun and Estelle
Luton Calhoun. One brother, Maurice B. Calhoun, also preceded him
in death.
An Army veteran of the Korean Conflict, he was a member of Liberty Point Baptist Church, Cadiz Masonic Lodge No. 121 and a 32nd
degree Mason, Rizpah Shrine Temple, and American Legion. He was
a former member of the Selective Service Board.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Patty J. Chamberlain Calhoun; two
„sons, Craig Calhoun, Hermitage, Tenn., and the Rev. Carey Calhoun_
--Tif)bririvilTe -Tenn.;-two sisters, Mrs. Marjorie Lester, Gracey, and Mrs.
Marie Birdsong, Cadiz; three grandchildren, Brandy Blackburn,
Amber Calhoun and Anna Calhoun; one great-grandchild,
Abby
Blackburn.
The funeral will be Friday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Goodwin Funeral Home, Cadiz. The Rev. Don Cottrell and the Rev. Carey Calhoun
will officiate. Burial will follow in East End Cemetery, Cadiz.
Friends may call at the funeral home from 4 to 8 p.m. today
(Thursday).

Meg Farrell, Marshall James, Jennifer
King, Laura Nixon, Dana Parker and
Ryan Seay.
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Utility Light
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If you fail to receive your paper
please call our office
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